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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Main Publications of the Chapter

[CBL11a] Next generation data integration for Life Sciences, ICDE 2011 (3 hours Tutorial)
Biological research is a science which derives its findings from the proper analysis of experiments. Today, a large variety of experiments are carried out in hundreds of labs around the world, and their results are reported in a myriad of different databases, web-sites, publications etc., using different formats, conventions, and schemas.

Providing a uniform access to these diverse and distributed databases is the aim of data integration solutions, which have been designed and implemented within the bioinformatics community for more than 20 years. The goals and benefits of data integration from a biologist’s point-of-view are numerous and include cost reduction (less redundant work to be performed implies many more reproducible experiments), quality enhancement (exploiting redundant work implies augmenting the confidence a user may have on a piece of data), new findings (combining complementary work), and faster discoveries (reusing instead of redoing). From the very beginning, database researchers have also worked on this topic, attracted by the importance and challenging aspect of the problem and the multitude of truly heterogeneous and freely available data sets.

The need for data integration in the life sciences has not ceased, and is ever increasing [GS08, Sea05]. But what has changed dramatically over the last three decades is the throughput of the experiments – from single observations to gigabytes of sequences in a single day – and the breadth of questions that are studied – from single molecules to entire genomes, transcriptomes, proteomes, etc. – placing the problem of combining and managing biological data directly within the context of big data integration.

Systems Biology, aiming at a comprehensive view on cell physiology, inherently depends on data from a multitude of different sources. Translational Medicine targets the transfer of results from basic biological research into medical practice, calling for the integration of genomic and medical data. Related disciplines such as ecology, paleontology, or biodiversity, increasingly need to include data on a level of detail that is only achieved by genomic research, often integrating biomolecular data with geographic information. This trend is also reflected in the establishment of proper workshops and conferences series (e.g., DILS - Data Integration in the Life Sciences), large project calls and dedicated institutes on national level (Institut de Biologie Computationnelle (Montpellier), Institut Francais de Bioinformatique,...) and international level (eScience, cyberinfrastructure, and the establishment of specialized working groups at international organizations such as the W3C Semantic Web Health Care and Life Sciences Interest Group...).

However, the perception of the problem of data integration research in the life sciences has changed: While early approaches concentrated on handling schema-dependent queries over heterogeneous and distributed databases, current research emphasizes instances rather than schemas, tries to place the human back into the loop, and intertwines data integration and data analysis. Transparency – providing users with the illusion that they are using a centralized database and thus completely hiding the original databases – was one of the main goals of federated databases. It is not a target anymore. Instead, users want to know exactly which data from which source was used in which way in studies (Provenance). The old model of “first integrate, then analyze” is replaced by a new, process-oriented paradigm: ”integration is analysis - and analysis is integration”.

This paradigm change gives rise to some important research trends. First, the process of integration itself, i.e., the integration workflow, is becoming a research topic in its own. Scientific workflows actually implement the paradigm ”integration is analysis”. A second trend is the growing importance of sensible ranking, because data sets grow and grow and it becomes increasingly difficult for the biologist user to distinguish relevant data from large and noisy data sets. A last important trend in the bioinformatics community is the use of semantic Web techniques to integrate biological data.
This HDR thesis outlines my contributions to the field of data integration in the life sciences. More precisely, my work takes place in the first two contexts mentioned above, namely, scientific workflows and biological data ranking. The reported results were obtained from 2005 to late 2014, first as a postdoctoral fellow in the Database group and the Penn Center for Bioinformatics (Dec 2005 to Aug 2007) and then as an Associate Professor at Université Paris-Sud (LRI, UMR CNRS 8623, Bioinformatics team) and Inria (Saclay-Ile-de-France, AMIB team 2009-2014). During this period, I have mainly worked on the problems of querying, comparing and sharing scientific workflows with a specific interest in provenance aspects, and the problem of designing consensus ranking approaches for biological data. Three PhD students have been involved in this work under my co-supervision. My work has been also done in the context of close collaborations with the Humboldt University of Berlin, University of Manchester, University of Pennsylvania and University of Montréal as well as with physicians from the Institut Curie and Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and with biologists (workflow users) from several institutes.

Sections A and B present the two lines of research mentioned above. These sections outline the content of the following chapters, namely, Chapter 2 (Managing and Querying workflow Provenance), Chapter 3 (Workflow similarity and rewriting approaches to enhance workflow reuse), and Chapter 4 (Ranking biological data). Finally, Chapter 5 outlines perspectives for future work.

A Scientific Workflows

1 Motivations

Typical analysis processes in the life sciences are complex, multi-staged, and large. One of the most important challenges is to properly represent, manage, and execute such in-silico experiments. As a response to these needs, scientific workflow management systems have been introduced. They provide an environment to guide a scientific analysis process from its design to its execution. This area is largely driven by the bioinformatics community and also attracts attention in fields like geophysics or climate research. In a scientific workflow, the analysis processes are represented at a high level of abstraction which enhances flexibility, reuse, and modularity while allowing for optimization, parallelization, logging, debugging etc. [WPF05]. Scientific workflow systems may also deal with failure handling, scheduling, and monitoring. In such systems all steps plus intermediate results are traced, making it possible to repeat and reproduce experiments.

Differences with business and ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) workflows have been studied extensively [YGN09a, Slo07, AMA06, SKD10, LWMB09, MBZL09]: scientific workflows have building blocks which are complex user-defined functions rather than relational operators and they are focused on data transformations.

These developments, accompanied by the growing availability of analytical tools wrapped as (web) services, were driven by a series of expectancies [CBL11b]: End users of scientific workflow systems, without any programming skills, are empowered to develop their own pipelines; reuse of services is enhanced by easier integration into custom workflows; time necessary for developing analysis pipelines decrease; etc. However, despite all efforts, scientific workflow systems have not yet found widespread acceptance in their intended audience.

In the meantime, it becomes possible to share, search, and compare scientific workflows, opening the door to the exchange of mature and specialized data integration solutions. For example, myExperiment [RGS09] is a portal that hosts more than two thousands scientific workflows while BioCatalogue [BTN+10] is a repository of more than one thousand web services to be called and combined in work-
flows.

We argue that a wider adoption of scientific workflow systems would be highly beneficial for users but can only be achieved if at least the following three points are considered.

First, provenance in scientific workflows [DF08] is a key concept and should be considered as a first citizen in scientific workflow systems. The importance of replication and reproducibility has been critically exemplified [SNTH13] through studies showing that scientific papers commonly leave out experimental details essential for reproduction, studies showing difficulties with replicating published experimental results, an increase in retracted papers, and through a high number of failing clinical trials. Provenance supports reproducibility and allows assessing the quality of results. Research questions for workflow provenance include comparing workflow runs based on their provenance data and querying provenance information which can be, in turn, used to assess the similarity of workflows.

Second, since the targeted users are mainly non programmers, they may not want to design workflows from scratch. The focus of research should thus be placed on searching, adapting, and reusing existing workflows. Only by this shift can scientific workflow systems outreach to the mass of domain scientists actually performing scientific analysis - and with little interest in developing them themselves. To this end, scientific workflow systems need to be combined with community-wide workflow repositories allowing users to find solutions for their scientific needs (coded as workflows).

Third, in the same spirit, workflows should remain simple to use: a complex workflow composed of dozens of intertwined tasks, in general, is not much easier to understand than a well structured program performing the same analysis.

Our contributions to these research questions are depicted in the next two chapters of this HDR thesis and summarized here after.

2 Managing and Querying workflow Provenance

Chapter 2 addresses the problems of managing and querying provenance in scientific workflows and provides solutions designed in collaboration with biologists from the Ppod (Processing Phyl-O’Data) project.

This Chapter first introduces ZOOM*userview [BCBDH08] which addresses the problem of reducing the large amount of provenance information produced by workflow runs by providing abstraction mechanisms to focus on the most relevant information. Since bioinformatics tasks may themselves be complex sub-workflows, a user view determines what level of sub-workflow the user can see, and thus what data and tasks are visible in provenance queries. More specifically, we formalize the notion of user views [CCBD06], demonstrate how they can be used in provenance queries, and provide an algorithm for generating a user view based on the tasks considered as relevant for the user. We show the ability of ZOOM to manage the workflow of the first Provenance Challenge [CBBCD08]. We then describe our prototype [BCBD07].

The second part of the Chapter is devoted to the presentation of the PDiffView approach [BCBD+09]. Here, we consider the problem of differing the provenance of two data products produced by executions of the same specification. Although this problem is NP-hard for general workflow specifications, an analysis of real scientific workflows shows that in majority their specifications can be captured as series-parallel graphs overlaid with well-nested forking and looping. For this restriction, we present efficient, polynomial-time algorithms for differencing executions of the same specification and thereby under-
standing the difference in the provenance of their data products. We then describe the prototype of PDiffView built around our differencing algorithm [BCBDG09].

3 Scientific workflows Reuse

Chapter 3 addresses two problems directly related to low workflow reuse.

First, we present the results on a workflow reuse study we performed on the users of the myExperiment repository [SCBL12]. Our conclusions depict the various aspects of the problem of low workflow reuse.

Second, we summarize the results obtained from a deep and large comparative review of workflow similarity approaches [SBCBL14]. More specifically, in this work we (i) compare in isolation different approaches taken at each step of scientific workflow comparison, reporting on an number of unexpected findings, (ii) investigate how these can best be combined into aggregated measures, and (iii) make available a gold standard of over 2,000 similarity ratings contributed by 15 workflow experts on a corpus of 1,500 workflows and re-implementations of all methods we evaluated.

We then introduce a novel and intuitive workflow similarity measure that is based on layer decomposition [SCBK14]. Layer decomposition accounts for the directed dataflow underlying scientific workflows, a feature which has not been adequately considered in previous methods.

Third, we introduce techniques to reduce the workflow structural complexity as another attempt to make scientific workflows easier to (re)use. In this context, we present two approaches: DistillFlow and SPFlow.

On the one hand, DistillFlow [CBCG14] aims to remove the structural redundancy in workflows designed with Taverna, one of the major scientific workflow systems. More precisely, our contribution is fourfold: (i) we identify a set of anti-patterns that contribute to the structural workflow complexity, (ii) we design a series of refactoring transformations to replace each anti-pattern by a new semantically-equivalent pattern with less redundancy and simplified structure, (iii) we introduce a distilling algorithm that takes in a Taverna workflow and produces a distilled semantically-equivalent Taverna workflow, (iv) we provide an implementation of our refactoring approach [CCBF14] that we evaluate on both the major public repository of Taverna workflows (myexperiment) and on a private collection of workflows from the BioVel project, in which libraries of Taverna workflows for processing data in biodiversity research are being designed.

On the other hand, SPFlow [CBFC12b] reduces the inherent complexity of workflows but contrary to DistillFlow (which is based on the semantics of Taverna), SPFlow is agnostic to the workflow system and based on more theoretical graph properties. In particular, SPFlow proposes to rewrite workflow graphs into series-parallel structures, for which the problem of subgraph isomorphism is polynomial.

Contributions of this Chapter are associated with the implementation of systems, which are successfully used by scientific workflow systems users. In particular, DistillFlow is used several times each week by a regular set of users (who are regular Taverna’s users).
Chapter 1. Introduction

B Ranking

1 Motivations

Another key challenge in data integration in the life sciences is to help users choose between alternative pieces of information, such as choose between conflicting updates when maintaining a data warehouse [Ive09], choose between different data sources [CBDF06], or choose among several answers when querying a data integration system [BY06]. Such choices are best supported by sensible ranking methods [BNL04]. However, even widely used portals still do not provide any ranking services although queries often produce huge amounts of results. For instance, searching for the set of human genes involved in breast cancer returns 2,000+ answers in the reference database EntrezGene without any elaborate ranking.

Despite the large body of work on ranking search results performed in the database community [CGHX06], no approach is currently able to take into account features of life science data. Biological data entries often are text-centric, which requires the inclusion of text mining methods in the ranking [LRSS08]. Facts are not always of equal strength. In the example above, some genes may be clearly involved in breast cancer while for others this relationship with cancer might still be putative. Links between entries are very important to augment the confidence in results; however, they cannot be considered in isolation, but only in the context of the entire network of linked entities [CBDF06]. This may be achieved using PageRank-style algorithms in systems such as Biozon [BY06] or Soft-rank [VHR09] while various criteria (e.g., the reliability of sources providing data or links) should additionally be considered [CBLS04]. End users also have different expectations, such as either looking for established or for more surprising results [HTL07].

2 Consensus ranking approaches

The originality of our approach in the domain of biological data ranking lies in considering consensus rankings approaches. Instead of combining ranking criteria and designing yet another ranking function, we propose to consider several ranking criteria and methods, and generate a consensus ranking to highlight the common points of a set of rankings while minimizing their disagreements. Our work is based on the concept of median, originally defined on permutations: Given \( m \) rankings (provided by \( m \) ranking methods) and a distance function, the median problem is to find a ranking that is the closest of the \( m \) given permutations.

Chapter 4 presents our contributions in the design and use of consensus ranking approaches. First, while the problem of computing a median of a set of \( m \) rankings is known to be NP-hard (for \( m \geq 4 \), \( m \) even), we introduce BioConsert (Biological Consensus ranking with ties) [CBDH11], an heuristic able to compute a consensus ranking. BioConsert is able to consider rankings of different elements and involving ties (where elements are equally rated). Then, we describe the results obtained by developing ConQuR-Bio [BRDCB14] which applies consensus ranking techniques to rank alternative results to a scientific query posed to the NCBI (National Center for Bioinformatics) databases (set of major biological databases). The Chapter ends with another example of use where consensus rankings are exploited to aggregate the ratings performed by experts on workflows similarity, showing the complementary of data ranking and scientific workflows domains.

The work depicted in this Chapter has been done in close collaboration with pediatricians and oncologists from the Institut Curie and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. ConQuR-Bio, designed based on their needs, is currently used by 50 regular users from 5 different institutes.
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Main Publications of the Chapter

[BCBD07] Zoom*UserViews: Querying Relevant Provenance in Workflow Systems, VLDB 2007 (Demonstration)
[BCBDH08] Querying and Managing Provenance through User Views in Scientific Workflows, ICDE 2008
[BCBDG09] PDiffView: Viewing the Difference in Provenance of Workflow Results, VLDB 2009 (Demonstration)
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The complex computational processes designed to analyze and understand scientific data can be represented as workflows composed of numerous tools, each with various parameters. When executed, each workflow may generate huge sets of final and intermediate data products. Keeping track of the workflow specification provenance (exact version of the tools used, order in which tools are combined...) is of paramount importance to make reproducible experiments. Tracing the provenance of each intermediate and final data item generated by a workflow execution is necessary to allow the user to fully understand the outcome of each experiment. Challenges in managing and querying provenance information in scientific workflows are numerous and include determining the level(s) of granularity at which provenance information should be recorded, storing and accessing huge amounts of provenance information, reducing the amount of provenance information to be inspected by users...

Database provenance and annotations have been studied extensively by the database community [CW01, BSHW06, BCTV04, BCC06, BKT01]. In such projects, the aim is to determine which tuples were used to generate the answer to a query by exploiting the algebraic form of the query and/or the relational or XML-like form of the data. A common framework based on semiring annotations has been proposed in [GKT07]. In contrast, transformations occurring in workflows are usually external processes (black boxes), and the log files typically provide mainly object ids. Provenance is more coarse-grained, and the structure of data cannot be reasoned about. Based on such salient differences with database provenance, the problematic of provenance in scientific workflows has been gaining interest since the early 2000s. Several projects have started to consider the problem of designing and exploiting provenance modules in scientific workflow systems: Taverna [MSRO+10], Kepler [BML+06], Chimera/Triana [FVWZ02], and VisTrails [FSC+06], to mention a few, have actively worked on this area.

At the University of Pennsylvania, the pPOD (Processing Phyl-O’Data) project was at the center of this problematic. The aim of pPOD was to provide methods and tools, assembled through pipelines, for data integration and interoperability to the series of ATOL projects (Assembling the Tree Of Life, series of 30+ projects in phylogeny). Reproducing experiments and understanding why a given pipeline output a given phylogenetic tree instead of another was at the heart of the project. Provenance management was thus of paramount importance.

In the meantime, a series of international Provenance Challenges [Mea08] has been organized. 50 international attendees grouped into 18 teams (from 14 different institutes) have participated to the challenge. The aim of such challenges was to provide a better understanding of the capability of the numerous workflow systems in terms of provenance management. A reference workflow was provided by the organizers and each participant to the challenge had to implement the workflow into his system, run several executions, store intermediate and final data results and then answer a set of provenance queries. The too large variety of systems involved did not allow to go to a full interoperability between any pair of systems. The design of the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [MFF+08] proposed as a common model for Provenance management was probably too generic to properly answer the concrete needs of provenance management in scientific workflow systems. However, such events had a major impact in the scientific workflow community. In particular it underlined the fact that provenance queries were neither equally difficult to be answered by the various teams, nor interpreted the same way by the participants.

More specifically, two points deserve attention.

First, the amount of provenance information generated by a workflow execution was large. This first point allowed us to demonstrate during the first provenance challenge the interest of using ZOOM*UserViews (ZOOM for short) to manage and query provenance. ZOOM is a provenance querying system we have designed and developed to answer needs expressed within the context of the pPOD project. This is the topic of Section A.
Second, one of the queries to be asked during the challenge was related to the comparison between two executions of the same workflow. Several participants were able to answer this query in very simple settings (where a single execution of module was impacted from one execution to the other) while they were not able to answer it in more general settings. This point, together with the need of comparing executions of pipelines met in pPOD, made us addressing the problem of differing executions of scientific workflows. This is the topic of Section B.

A Provenance through user views

1 Motivation

While provenance information should help users understand the results they obtained to a given experiment, the amount of provenance information provided to them may be so large that it cannot be exploited. There is thus a need to reduce the amount of provenance and help users first inspect the data of high relevance and then zoom into more details.

As an example, consider the workflow specification (a.k.a workflow definition or schema) in Figure 2.1 (A) (do not consider the big boxes and colors for now), which describes a common analysis in molecular biology: *Phylogenomic inference of protein biological function*, designed in the pPod project. This workflow first takes in a set of entries selected by the user from a database (such as GenBank), and formats these entries to extract a set of sequences, and, possibly, a set of annotations (M1). An alignment is then created (M3), and the result formatted (M4). The user may also be interested in rectifying the alignment (M5). M3 to M5 are repeated until the biologist is satisfied with the result obtained. The user may also inspect the annotations provided by GenBank (M2) and generate a set of curated annotations; new user input is needed for this. The annotations are then formatted (M8) to be taken as input to the phylogenetic tree reconstruction task (M7). Other annotations are also considered: M6 takes in annotations from the user’s lab and formats them to be taken as input to M7. From the annotations produced by M8 (and possibly M6) together with the alignment produced by M4, M7 provides a phylogenetic tree.
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labeled with functional annotations. Note that a number of these tasks or modules (e.g. M1, M4, M8) involve formatting and are not central to the scientific goal of the experiment, and that edges represent the precedence and potential dataflow between modules during an execution.

![Diagram of workflows and modules](image)

**Figure 2.2**: Example of run

Workflows may be executed several times, resulting in vast amounts of intermediate and final data objects. Figure 2.2 shows an execution of the workflow in Figure 2.1 (A). In an execution, each box (e.g. S1:M1) is called a step and represents the execution of a module; in the figure, it is labeled both with a unique id for the step (e.g. S1) as well as the module of which it is an execution (e.g. M1). Edges in this execution are labeled with data ids (e.g. d1, d202, d447) representing the actual data that is used/created during the execution. In the workflow execution of Figure 2.2, one hundred sequences are taken as initial input (d1 to d100), minor modifications are done on the annotations (d202 to d206), and thirty additional annotations are used (d415 to d445).

As stated above, since a workflow execution may contain many steps and data objects, the amount of provenance information can be overwhelming. For example, the provenance of the final data object d447 in Figure 2.2 would include every data object (d1,...,d447) and every step (S1,...,S10). There is therefore a need for abstraction mechanisms to present the most relevant provenance information to the user.

Intuitively, we want to allow users to group modules together to get a workflow in which composite modules represent some relevant task. For example, suppose user Joe believes “Annotations checking” (M2), “Run alignment” (M3) and “Build Phylo tree” (M7) (shaded boxes in Figure 2.1) to be relevant. Then he might group M6, M7 and M8 together in composite module M9 (shown as a dotted box), which then takes on the meaning of relevant module M7, e.g. building a phylogenetic tree. Similarly, he might group M3, M4 and M5 together in composite module M10, which takes on the meaning “Run alignment”.

However, users may differ in their interests: for example, while Joe is not interested in the alignment modification step (M5) (see Figure 2.1 where this step is not colored), another user, Mary, may be (see Figure 2.3 (A) where this step is colored). Mary would therefore not include M5 in her composite module...
representing “Run alignment”; M11 includes only M3 and M4, leaving M5 visible. She may, however, agree on composite module M9. Joe and Mary will therefore have different user views defining the level of granularity at which they wish to view the workflow. Using the composite modules in the user view, an induced workflow, corresponding to the user view of Mary, is created (see Figure 2.3 (B)).

Now, let us consider a third user, Monica. Since M1 is not relevant to Monica, she may now wish to group it with M3 and M4 as depicted in Figure 2.3 (C). However, these groupings would dramatically modify the dataflow between relevant modules she perceives. For example, by grouping M1 with M3 and M4 in a new composite module M12, there exist an edge from M12 to M2 in the view (see Figure 2.3 (D)), due to the edge from M1 to M2 in the workflow specification. That is, it appears that “Run alignment” (the relevant module of M12) must be performed before “Run alignment” (M3), when in fact there is no precedence or dataflow between those modules. We must therefore restrict what groupings

**Figure 2.3**: Two alternative user views.

**Figure 2.4**: (a) Workflow with composite modules; (b) Workflow run with composite executions
can occur so as to preserve the precedence between relevant modules and hence the perceived data provenance.

2 Contributions

Our contribution is threefold: we introduce a formalization of the concepts of user view and composite modules; we state the properties that composite modules should respect for user views to be safe and complete and we provide a polynomial-time algorithm able to compute automatically user views based on the tasks considered as being of interest for the user; we provide a prototype for ZOOM able to compute user views on workflows and project views on runs to lower the amount of provenance provided to the user. Details are available in the corresponding publications [BCBDH08, CBBCD08, BCBD07] while the main points are provided here after.

2.1 Formalizing and constructing user views

We first introduce the concept of workflow specification on which user views are based.

**Workflow specification.** A workflow specification defines the order in which modules can be executed and indicates dataflow. More formally, it is a directed graph, $G_w(N,E)$, in which nodes are uniquely labeled modules. Two special nodes, input (I) and output (O), are source and sink nodes, respectively, and indicate the beginning and end of the workflow. Every node of $G_w$ must be on some path from input to output.

**User view.** A user view $U$ of a workflow specification is a partition of its nodes $N$ (excluding input and output), that is a set \{M$_1$, ..., M$_n$\} such that $\emptyset \neq M_i \subseteq N$, $M_i$ and $M_j$ are disjoint for $i \neq j$, and $M_1 \cup M_2 \cup ... \cup M_n = N$. Each $M_i$ is called a composite module. The size of $U$, $|U|$, is the number of composite modules it contains. For example, the size of Joe’s user view is 4 while that of Mary is 5.

A user view $U = \{M_1, ..., M_n\}$ of a workflow specification $G_w$ induces a “higher level” workflow specification, $U(G_w)$, in which there is a node for each $M_i$ (labeled with a new composite module name), input and output nodes, and an edge $M_i \rightarrow M_j$ whenever there is an edge in $G_w$ between a module in $M_i$ and a module in $M_j$ (similarly for edges input $\rightarrow M_i$ and $M_i \rightarrow$ output). The induced specification for Joe’s and Mary’s user views are shown in Figure 2.1 (B) and 2.3 (B), respectively.

**Workflow run.** An execution of a workflow specification is called a workflow run. It generates a partial order of steps, each of which has a set of input and output data objects. More formally, it is a directed acyclic graph, $G_r$, in which nodes are labeled with unique step-ids as well as the modules of which they are executions. Module labels are not necessarily unique due to cycles in the workflow specification, that is, loops in the specification are unrolled in the execution. For example, in Figure 2.2 there are two executions of M3, S2 and S5, since the loop between M3 and M5 was executed twice. Edges are labeled with a unique edge label indicating the ids of the data output by the source step and input to the target step. Nodes input and output indicate the beginning and end of the execution, respectively; every node must be on some path from input to output.

**Provenance.** Each data object in the workflow dataspace is produced either as a result of a step of a workflow run, or is input by the user. We call the provenance of a data object the sequence of modules and input data objects on which it depends [Mor06, CCBD06]. If the data is a parameter or was input to the workflow execution by a user, its provenance is whatever metadata information is recorded, e.g. who input the data and the time at which the input occurred. Following other work (e.g., [BSHW06, BL05]), we assume data is never overwritten or updated in place. Each data object therefore has a unique identifier
and is produced by at most one step.

We assume that each workflow run generates a log of events, which tells what module a step is an instance of, what data objects and parameters were input to that step, and what data objects were output from that step. For example, the log could include the start time of each step, the module of which it was an instance, and read (write) events that indicate which step read (wrote) which data objects at what time.

Using this log information, we can determine the immediate provenance for a data object as the step which produced it and the input set of data objects. The deep provenance for a data object is recursively defined as all the steps and input set of data objects that were transitively used to produce it.

For example, the immediate provenance of the data object d413 in the workflow run of Figure 2.2 is the step with id S6, which is an instance of the module M4, and its input set of data objects \( \{d412\} \). The deep provenance of d413 includes all the steps and their inputs that transitively produced it, and would include (among other things) the step with id S2, which is an instance of the module M3, and its input set of data objects \( \{d308, ..., d408\} \).

**Composite executions.** The execution of consecutive steps within the same composite module causes a virtual execution of the composite step, shown in Figure 2.2 by dotted boxes. These virtual executions can be constructed from the log information as well as containment information between modules and composite modules. For example, we would construct an execution of M10 with the id S13 in Figure 2.2, which takes as input the set of data objects \( \{d308, ..., d408\} \) and produces as output \( \{d413\} \). Similarly, we would construct two executions of M11, the first of which (id S11) takes as input \( \{d308, ..., d408\} \) and produces as output \( \{d410\} \), and the second of which (id S12) takes as input \( \{d411\} \) and produces \( \{d413\} \) (see [CBBCD08] for details).

Since user views are defined in terms of composite modules, they restrict what provenance information can be seen in an execution by hiding internal steps as well as the data passed between internal steps. For example, the immediate provenance of d413 seen by Joe would be S13 and its input, \( \{d308, ..., d408\} \), since composite module M10 is in his user view, whereas that seen by Mary would be S12 and its input, \( \{d411\} \), since M11 is in her user view. The deep provenance of d413 as seen by Mary would include the first execution of M11, S11, and its input \( \{d308, ..., d408\} \). However, Joe would not see the data d411, nor would he be aware of the looping inside of S13, i.e. the two executions of M3.

### 2.2 The ZOOM Algorithm

The aim of ZOOM is to construct user views using a bottom-up approach. Such a process takes as input a workflow specification and a set of relevant modules, and produce as output a user view. In this section, we provide the main properties that any “good” user view should satisfy.

From discussions with our scientist collaborators from the pPOD project, a user view is (intuitively) good if (i) the user sees a composite module for each relevant module. The composite module takes on the meaning of the relevant module it contains, hence in the induced workflow the paths (dataflow) between relevant modules (as represented by their composite modules) should be preserved. No path should be (ii) added or (iii) removed from the original workflow. However, the need to preserve paths between relevant modules may mean that it is impossible to include every non-relevant module in the specification in some composite module which represents a relevant module. That is, we may need to create one (or more) composite modules that do not contain a relevant module. Since such composite modules have no meaning in terms of a relevant module, (iv) there should be as few as possible.

Observations (i) to (iii) have been formalized by Properties 1 to 3 and (iv) by a minimality condition.
Property 1 Given a workflow specification \( G_w \) and a set \( R \subseteq N \) of relevant modules, a user view \( U \) is well-formed iff every composite module in \( U \) contains at most one element of \( R \).

Given a well-formed user view \( U \) for \((G_w, R)\) and \( n \in N \), we use \( C(n) \) to denote the composite module in \( U \) which contains \( n \). For simplicity, we extend the notation to include \( C(\text{input}) = \text{input} \) and \( C(\text{output}) = \text{output} \). Furthermore, we use the term \( \text{nr-path} \) to denote a path in \( G_w \) (or in view \( U(G_w) \)) which contains no relevant intermediate module \( r \in R \) (or relevant composite module \( C(r) \)).

As an example, in the workflow specification of Figure 2.1, there exists a \( \text{nr-path} \) from \( \text{input} \) to \( M_2 \), but not from \( \text{input} \) to \( M_7 \), since all paths connecting these two modules contain an intermediate node in \( R \) (\( M_2, M_3 \)).

Property 2 A user view \( U \) preserves dataflow iff every edge in \( G_w \) that induces an edge on an \( \text{nr-path} \) from \( C(r) \) to \( C(r') \) in \( U(G_w) \) lies on an \( \text{nr-path} \) from \( r \) to \( r' \) in \( G_w \). Here, \( r, r' \) are nodes in \( R \cup \{\text{input}, \text{output}\} \).

Property 3 A user view \( U \) is complete w.r.t. dataflow iff for every edge \( e \) on an \( \text{nr-path} \) from \( r \) to \( r' \) in \( G_w \) that induces an edge \( e' \) in \( U(G_w) \), \( e' \) lies on an \( \text{nr-path} \) from \( C(r) \) to \( C(r') \). Here, \( r, r' \) are nodes in \( R \cup \{\text{input}, \text{output}\} \).

In other words, every \( \text{nr-path} \) from \( C(r) \) to \( C(r') \) in \( U(G_w) \) must be the residue of an \( \text{nr-path} \) from \( r \) to \( r' \) in \( G_w \), and each \( \text{nr-path} \) in \( G_w \) must have a residue in \( U(G_w) \).

**Figure 2.5** : Counter examples. Modules of interest for the user are colored.

As an example, consider the two workflows (left) and corresponding user views (right) shown in Figure 2.5. On part (A) of the figure, while the user view is well-formed, it does not preserve dataflow since it is possible to go from \( M_1 \) to \( M_5 \) in the user view while this is impossible in the original specification. This gives the impression that \( M_1 \) produces data necessary for \( M_5 \).

On part (B) of Figure 2.5, the user view is not complete w.r.t. dataflow since in the user view it
is impossible to go from M1 to M4 without going through M5 which is not the case in the original specification.

We design a polynomial-time algorithm based on these three properties and on a minimality condition [BCBDH08]. The minimality condition ensures that it is not possible to merge any two composite modules produced by the algorithm and still get a valid solution. However, ZOOM does not always provide a solution which is minimum (there may be an alternative solution with a lower total number of composite modules). Biton et al. [BDKR09] have shown that when the workflow specification is a series-parallel graph [VTL79] then it is possible to design a polynomial-time algorithm for ZOOM able to produce minimum solutions.

2.3 ZOOM Prototype

We have implemented ZOOM to query the provenance information provided by a workflow system, as well as to help users construct an appropriate user view. The prototype is available at http://zoomuserviews.db.cis.upenn.edu/cgi-bin/pmwiki.php.

FIGURE 2.6 : Two screenshots of ZOOM: (A) Joe’s and (B) Mary’s user views.

In Figure 2.6 two screenshots are provided on the Provenance panel of the tool. The screenshots represent respectively the user view of Joe and Mary applied to the same workflow run. The execution of modules are prefixed by “R” (relevant, in green) and “NR” (non relevant, in grey) and by a number \( i \) corresponding to the \( i \)th execution of a given module. For example, in (B) “R-M3-2: Align” corresponds to the second execution of the relevant module named Align and identified by M3 in the specification.

In this example, the view of Mary (in Figure 2.6 (B)) is able to see two executions of the “Align” module and one execution of the “Modify alignt” module. Joe (in Figure 2.6 (A)) is only able to see one execution of the “Align” module while the “Modify alignt” module is completely hidden for him. By clicking on edges between boxes, the provenance information can be visualized: the data id \( d413 \) can be visualized in (A) as the output of the step “R-M3-1 Align” while \( d411 \), the output of “R-M5-1 : Modify Alignt” is only visible in (B).
B Differing executions of the same workflow

We now address the problem of differing workflow executions.

1 Motivation

As stated in the introduction of this Chapter, while most of the participating systems to the provenance challenge gave reasonable answers for simple workflow models [Mea08], the techniques used were not extendable to more complex execution models, i.e., supporting forked executions over an unknown number of elements of an input set (implicit iteration), looping until some condition is met (explicit iteration), or parallel executions.

As an example of a complex workflow, consider a scientific analysis involving protein annotation (See Fig. 2.7 (a)) inspired from a Kepler workflow designed within the pPOD project. The aim of this analysis is to infer the biological function of a new sequence from other sequences, either protein or domain (consecutive parts of proteins) sequences. The underlying biological assumption is that a protein’s biological function is usually a composition of the biological functions of its domains. The main steps of the process are as follows: The user provides a sequence of protein (s) which is first converted into Fasta format (1) and compared using the BLAST tool to all the protein sequences of major proteomic resources\(^1\), namely SwissProt (2), TrEMBL (3), and PIR (4). The most similar protein sequence (Top-1) found is selected (5) and can then be used to be blasted against SwissProt/PIR/TrEMBL sequences at its turn ("reciprocal best hits") and compare to the previous ones until a set of very close proteins is found. The following steps are done for each sequence output of step (5), independently from each others. If proteomic domains are unknown, they are searched for in major domain resources such as ProDom (7) or PFAM (8); otherwise these steps may be skipped. Domain sequences are then extracted (9) and each domain is used as input to be annotated by ontologies (Gene Ontology (10) then FunCat (11)) or using enzymatic terms (Brenda (12) then Enzyme (13)). Annotations obtained are eventually gathered (t).

To represent such a workflow specification, we extend dataflows with a few control flow information for forks and loops. For example, the specification graph for our protein annotation example can be found in Fig. 2.7 (a). In this graph, a loop is indicated by a dotted backarrow, e.g., from module 5 (collectTop1&Compare) to module 1 (FastaFormat), and forking is indicated by a dotted oblong, e.g., the oblong around module 2 (BlastSwP) indicates that similar proteins can be searched for simultaneously. Note that this workflow could also be expressed using BPEL [bpe]. However, to simplify the presentation we will use a simpler notation that is also closer to what is used in most scientific workflow systems.

In a run, loops are unrolled and the number of fork executions is given explicitly. For example, two runs of the protein annotation workflow specification are shown in Fig. 2.7 (b) and (c). Observe that Run (b) has two fork executions between modules 5 and t, while Run (c) has two executions of the loop from module 5 to module 1.

In a dataflow execution, module names do not repeat and there is an immediate pairing between nodes in the two executions. Therefore, the naive approach of taking the difference of the nodes and edges in the two runs to calculate their difference works generally well. However, for the runs in Fig. 2.7 this approach does not work since node names repeat and hence there are many possible ways of pairing nodes. To determine the best pairing of nodes, a global computation must be performed to match copies

\(^1\)SwissProt, TrEMBL and PIR are three subsections of UniProt, considered independently by users because they are associated to different annotation processes.
that are most similar overall in terms of the control structure and dataflow.

The difference or edit distance between a pair of valid runs of the same specification is defined as a minimum cost sequence of edit operations that transforms one run to the other. As many edit operations could be considered (e.g., insert or delete a node, and insert or delete an edge), it is important that they transform a valid run to another valid run, are atomic, and are complete. While inserting or deleting a node or edge are atomic operations that can be used to transform one valid run into another, they do not guarantee the validity of intermediate results. We therefore use as edit operations the insertion or deletion of elementary paths, that is, paths such that each internal node has exactly one incoming edge and one outgoing edge.

For example, an edit script from run (a) to run (b) would include (among other things) the insertion of the path (1,4,5).

This notion of edit distance has a simple appealing interpretation: It is the shortest path connecting the given pair of runs in the space of all valid runs, where two valid runs are adjacent iff they differ by a single elementary path.

While differing flow networks is NP-hard for general graphs [BCBD+08], the structure of a majority of available workflows can be captured as a series-parallel graph (SP-graph), overlaid with well-nested forks and loops. For this restriction, we present efficient, polynomial-time algorithms for differencing workflow runs of the same specification. The algorithms are based on a well-known tree representation of SP-graphs in which internal nodes are annotated with series (in which case the children are ordered) or parallel (in which case the child nodes are unordered). We build on this by using additional annotations to represent loop (ordered) and fork (unordered) executions (annotated SP-trees).

2 Contributions

Our contributions are the following. First, we present a model of workflows that is more expressive than basic SP-graphs, allows to capture structural variations of runs while allowing less complex treatment
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than the general case. Second, for this model of workflows we design efficient, polynomial-time algorithms for differencing workflow executions, considering forks and loops. Our algorithms work under fairly general cost models, allowing us to capture a variety of application-specific notions of distance. Third, we implement the system Provenance Difference Viewer (PDiffView) built around our differencing algorithm allowing users to see the difference in executions, and in particular to zoom in and out of the execution difference to see varying levels of detail.

2.1 SPFL workflows

SP graphs are a natural class of directed graphs. We provide here the definition of series-parallel graphs while we will go back to this definition and provide more examples in the following chapter.

Définition 2.1 A series-parallel graph (also called SP-graph) is a directed multigraph $G$ with a single source $s$ and a single sink $t$ (two terminals) that can be produced by a sequence of the following operations:

- **Basic SP-graph**: Create a new graph consisting of a single edge directed from some node $s$ to some node $t$.
- **Series Composition**: Given two SP-graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ with sources $s_1, s_2$ and sinks $t_1, t_2$ respectively, form a new graph $G = S(G_1, G_2)$ by identifying $s = s_1, t_1 = s_2$ and $t = t_2$.
- **Parallel Composition**: Given two SP-graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ with sources $s_1, s_2$ and sinks $t_1, t_2$ respectively, form a new graph $G = P(G_1, G_2)$ by identifying $s = s_1 = s_2$ and $t = t_1 = t_2$.

We can now define an Series-Parallel-Fork-Loop (SPFL) workflow specification by a triple $(G, F, L)$, where $G$ is a series-parallel graph with unique labels on the nodes, and $F$ and $L$ are two sets of subgraphs of $G$ describing the well-nested set of allowed forks and loops respectively (such subgraphs are actually called Laminar graphs in the graph theory).

A workflow run $R$ is then produced by applying a sequence of series, parallel, fork and loop executions recursively on the given specification. Intuitively, a series execution executes its sequential components in series; a parallel execution chooses a nonempty subset of all branches and executes them in parallel; a loop execution unfolds the cycle and executes all iterations of the loop in series; and a fork execution replicates one or more copies of the subgraph and executes them in parallel.

A complete formalization of the workflow specification, run, and the notion of run valid w.r.t. the specification is available in [BCBD+09].

2.2 Difference Algorithm

In this context, the goal of differencing two runs is to find the minimum changes that transform the first run to the second. We consider four kinds of path edit operations: (1) **Path Insertion**: Create a new path between two existing nodes; (2) **Path Deletion**: Remove a path (inverse of path insertion); (3) **Path Expansion**: Create a new iteration of a loop by inserting a path between two existing consecutive iterations; and (4) **Path Contraction**: Remove an iteration of a loop by contracting the last path (inverse of path expansion). Note that edit paths must be elementary such that each internal node has exactly one incoming edge and one outgoing edge, and must transform one valid run to another valid run.
Exemple 2.1
Consider the runs $R_1$ and $R_2$ in Figure 2.7. A path edit script that transforms $R_1$ to $R_2$ is shown in Figure 2.8. Note that each intermediate run is valid with respect to the specification in Figure 2.7(a).

The polynomial-time algorithm computes the minimum-cost edit script [BCBD+09] by relying on a well-known tree representation of SP-graphs [VTL82] with extra annotations for forks and loops, and adopts a very general cost model: Each path edit operation is assigned a cost of $l^\epsilon$, where $\epsilon$ is a user-specified real number no greater than one and $l$ is the length of path to be edited. This feature allows users to capture a variety of application-specific notions of edit distance. For example, by setting $\epsilon$ to 0 (unit cost model) users will get an edit script with the minimum number of edit operations, and by setting $\epsilon$ to 1 (length cost model) users will get an edit script with the minimum number of inserted or deleted edges.

2.3 PDiffView Prototype

PDiffview is available at http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~zhuowei/diff/index.html. The prototype of PDiffview allows users to view, store and import/export SP-specifications and their associated runs. The user may then see the difference between two runs of the same specification by stepping through the set of edit operations in the minimum-cost edit script, or by seeing an overview (2.9). Since the graphs can be large, users may successively cluster modules in the specification to form a hierarchy of composite modules (following an extension of ZOOM). The difference between two runs of that specification can then be viewed at any level in the defined hierarchy, giving the user the ability to zoom in on composite modules that indicate a large amount of changes and ignore others that indicate no change (see Figure 2.10).
C Related work

1 On the user view approach

The ability to create composite tasks in scientific workflows (based on the ideas of Statecharts [Har87]) appears in many workflow systems: e.g., Kepler [BL05] allows composite actors, and Taverna/myGrid [ZWG+04] uses nested workflow processors/knowledge view models. Several approaches have considered the problem of querying (and some have also considered indexing) provenance information in the context of scientific workflow systems [OAF+03, BL05, ABL10, ABML09, MPB10]. However, none of them addresses the problem of querying through user views. The notion of workflow summaries [ABGK13] and workflow abstractions [ABL09] aim at reducing the complexity of workflows, which is also the aim of user views.

Constructing user views addresses a major problem and our work has a large impact. ZOOM has been adapted to hide private data [CCL+08, DKR+11]. Our model of provenance and user views is used in systems (e.g., PLUS Synthesizing Privacy, Lineage, Uncertainty and Security [BSM+08]). Other works consider the problem of retro engineering workflows [SLDC09] by redesigning composite modules to preserve provenance in the induced data flow. On a more formal point-of-view, a polynomial-time algorithm able to provide a minimum solution for ZOOM has been designed [BDKR09] (when considering a restriction in the graph structure of the workflow).

2 On the differing provenance approach

Within the context of scientific workflows, VisTrails [FSC+06] is one of the major approaches for differing workflows. However, VisTrails addresses the problem of differing workflows at the specification level while we deal with executions. Several other approaches focus on specifications including [KGH+12, SVK+07] which consists in recording the edit history between workflow versions, as well as computing deltas of RDF graphs [PTK+14, ZTC07](based on mechanisms proper to RDF), or [MvdAW08, vdAMW06] which develops a notion of process mining to compare different specifications.

PDiffView was the first approach to consider differing workflow runs. It is still the only polynomial-
time algorithm able to compute the difference between two workflow executions (of the same SPFL workflow specification). PDiff [MWHW13] is a recent approach which differs runs represented by bipartite graphs (with data nodes and task nodes) and executed in the e-science central system.

More generally, related work includes differencing strings [AG97, Lev66, SK83, WF74], trees (ordered and unordered) [CRGMW96], [Tai79, ZS89, Kle98, Che01], and programs executions [Wil94, RBDL97, ZG05]). Our constrained edit operations preserve the validity of a run with respect to a given workflow specification which is not taken into consideration by any of the tree difference approaches.

As for the programs, usually static comparison of two program versions work at the binary level and cannot be used for workflow differencing.

D Supervision of students and collaborations

Modeling provenance in scientific workflow and designing ZOOM*userview was at the center of my postdoc work. I came with the idea of automatically designing composite modules by interviewing several workflow users, in particular phylogenetics from the pPOD project and oncologists from the HKIS European project (a project I participated to during my PhD). In both cases, the problem encountered by workflow users was to chain tools together, by adding (lots of) formatting steps, making the main relevant steps of the workflow difficult to get. I designed and implemented the ZOOM*userviews algorithm in collaboration with Susan Davidson and Olivier Biton. I then participated in the first provenance challenge to demonstrate the ability of our approach to deal with concrete scenarios. Later, while the first implementation of ZOOM was agnostic to the workflow system (expecting graphs representation of the specification), Heloise Bourlet (student from the Master of Bioinformatics at Paris Sud I supervised during a 3 months internship) implemented a new module of ZOOM able to take in Taverna workflows.

A few months after the first provenance challenge, Zhuowei Bao just started his PhD (supervised by Susan Davidson and Sanjeev Khanna). PDiffView was the first piece of his thesis work. I have actively worked with him on specifying the algorithm and carefully defining the structures of workflows on which

Zhuowei Bao is now research scientist at FaceBook, Inc.
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to focus, inspecting various examples. I have continued working on the differing workflow problematic with UPenn when I was back to France. Besides, I supervised Pierrick Girard (a 4th year master student from Polytech Paris-Sud) who spent a 4 month internship at UPenn in 2009 to design and implement the GUI of PDiffView.

E Conclusion and Perspectives

This Chapter presents my contributions to managing and querying provenance in scientific workflows.

The abstraction mechanism called user views for querying provenance information in workflows is introduced [BCBDH08]. The technique is appropriate for any data-oriented workflow system in which log-like information is collected at run time. The ZOOM algorithm constructs a user view based on input from the user on what modules they believe to be relevant. ZOOM guarantees that the view has one composite class for each relevant class, preserves and is complete w.r.t. the dataflow between relevant modules, and is minimal. We have designed a prototype for ZOOM [BCBD07] which have been used to participate to the first provenance challenge [CBBCD08].

Constructing user views addresses the major problem of dealing with provenance overflow. ZOOM is part of the first pools of papers published in the area of provenance in scientific workflows and has a large impact in the community. The main paper has 100+ citations while the demo paper has 33+ additional citations and the use of ZOOM in the context of the provenance challenge 45+. The main concepts are reused in various domains: secure views of in scientific workflows, (re)designing composite modules, modeling provenance in systems...

The second main piece of work of this Chapter addresses the problem of differing workflow runs of the same specification. Specifications are described by series-parallel graphs, overlaid with well-nested forks and loops. Forks and loops are captured as a laminar family of series subgraphs of the specification (loops may also be complete parallel subgraphs). After formalizing the notion of a valid run of a specification, the edit distance between a pair of valid runs is naturally defined as a minimum cost set of elementary path insertions and deletions that transform the first into the second run, and preserves the validity of each intermediate run [BCBD+09]. The cost function used for each edit operation is compact yet general, allowing us to capture a variety of application-specific notions of distance, and depends on the start and end nodes as well as the length of the path. For this class of specifications, we present an efficient, polynomial-time differencing algorithm that relies on an equivalent formulation on SP-trees that are annotated with the fork and loop behavior. We have developed a prototype for PDiffView able to visualize the differences at various levels of granularity [BCBDG09].

Today’s challenges in managing and querying provenance in scientific workflows are still numerous.

One of the most important challenges for end-users is to access workflow systems equipped with provenance modules able to deal with large-scale experiments (such as Next Generation Sequencing data). Until 2009, most of the workflow systems freely available to the scientific community were advanced research prototypes rather than systems able to work in production. Since 2010, Galaxy [GNT10] provides an open web-based system, particularly easy-to-use and robust. Such a system was at first quite basic while new functionalities are being constantly added to the system [Cle14] (e.g., subworkflows, running a workflow in a cloud) by the numerous contributors of the project. In the meantime, other kinds of very promising approaches have emerged and provide concrete solutions to make reproducible experiments (e.g., the ReproZip project [CSF13]).
In these projects, for the first time, very large amounts of provenance data start to be publicly available (although only a few provenance data sets as in the ProvBench initiative and the workflow specifications were previously shared). This places the problematic of provenance in scientific workflow within the big data paradigm [CCPR13, AFFW13]. Major challenges include indexing and managing large-scale distributed provenance information [dOOBM12, VRJ+13, DZG+12], accessing and analysing big provenance data sets [TKSP12] while representing uniformly data and workflow provenance from distributed and heterogeneous environments [ADD+11, DKBL12]. This also opens the door to new research questions where provenance information is exploited to query more accurately workflows repositories by using the similarity between data sets, or to tune more efficiently schedulers in cloud systems by designing adaptive scheduling based on previous executions [BL13, COM14]...
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Figure 3.1: Taverna workflows uploaded to myExperiment by month (left hand scale), and the numbers of overall and distinct workflows in the myExperiment repository the uploads amount to (right hand scale). We consider the two Taverna formats scufl and t2flow.

One of the major promises for users when using workflows to design their experiments is that workflows are easier to share and reuse than scripts. However, on concrete situations, workflows do not appear to be reused and shared as much as they could be. A large part of my work in the last years has been dedicated to the topic of workflow reuse and more precisely to understand (i) how (and how much) do authors share their workflows, (ii) why users may not be able to reuse workflows as much (and as frequently) as they wanted to and (iii) what can be done to enhance scientific workflow reuse. The originality of my approaches lies in interviewing users to fit their needs while considering graph techniques on workflows to address the depicted problems.

More specifically, the outline of this Chapter is the following. The first section presents the results of our study on scientific workflow reuse based on the public information available on myExperiment (Section A). Solutions developed to two complementary problems related to the low level of reuse are then introduced, namely, (i) providing better means to query scientific workflow repositories and (ii) reducing the complexity of workflow structures. For the first point, we introduce a large comparative framework for workflow similarity and one efficient structure-based solution for workflow retrieval. As for point (ii), Section C introduced our two approaches reducing the structural complexity of workflows, namely, DistillFlow and SPFlow.

A Study of workflow reuse

1 Motivations

We study the reuse of workflow elements in myExperiment.org, the largest and most accessed public scientific workflow repository, which contain in majority Taverna bioinformatics workflows. Figure 3.1 shows the number of Taverna workflows submitted to myExperiment per month and the total number of workflows available.

Objects of study. A Taverna workflow is defined by one top-level dataflow and may contain nested dataflows (while the workflow is defined by the dataflows plus some metadata associated to it including
title, description, and author). Each dataflow has its own main inputs and outputs and consists of one or more processors representing activities operating on data. Processors are connected by datalinks, describing the flow of data from one processor's output(s) to the next processor's input(s). Each processor has a type and a configuration, where the type denotes the executable class and the configuration contains the parameters passed to the class for instantiation.

The first step of our study is to determine methods to identify workflow elements at each of the three levels, i.e., at processor level, at dataflow level, and at workflow level.

For processors, we use the configuration file (containing the script of the processor or the web service call) to identify them. Both myExperiment and Taverna provide identifiers for dataflows which can be overlapping. We choose to identify dataflows by the (multi)sets of processors they contained. We follow the same process for comparing workflows: two workflows are identical if they are built from the exact same set of dataflows and processors.

2 Results of our study

On average, each workflow uses 1.6 dataflows and 11.4 processors, where the largest workflow has 455 processors and the smallest has 1 processor. In terms of dataflows, the largest workflow contains 19 nested dataflows. We also find 3,598 of 10,242 processors, 1,071 of 1,431 dataflows and 792 of 898 workflows to be distinct.

2.1 Reusing Processors

We first look at the general usage of processors by comparing the total numbers of processor occurrences with the number of distinct processors, and their use across workflows and authors. On average, each processor is used 2.85 times in 2.24 workflows by 1.31 authors. Figure 3.2 shows the relative usage frequencies for all processors in our set. Overall reuse of processors and cross-workflow reuse of processors closely correlate. Cross-author reuse, on the other hand, is much lower, indicating that workflow authors reuse their own workflow components more often than those created by others.

We more precisely consider usage statistics with the processor's category and subcategory, which allows to underline three points.

![Figure 3.2: Usage of processors overall, in workflows and by authors.](image)
Processors from the local category (belonging to the library of tools provided by Taverna) typically perform format changes, or technical operations, they allow to glue processors together in a workflow. 27% of such processors are distinct with a high reuse rate of 44%.

54% of all script processors are distinct, of which 30% are reused. Within this category, R scripts are far less often used than beanshell scripts and hardly used more than once. Beanshell scripts are the third most popular type of processor with only 53% of its instances being distinct. 31% of them are reused. This seems remarkable, as we would expect these processors to contain user-created functionality for data processing. Yet, looking at the author-based distribution of these processors reveals that almost 96% of them are used only by single authors. It appears that users of beanshell processors have personal libraries of such custom-made tools which they reuse quite frequently, while usage of others’ tools is rare.

Web-service processors show 39% distinctiveness, and 44% reuse. By far the most popular types of web-service invocations are soaplab and wsdl processors. 24% of soaplab processors and 39% of wsdl processors are distinct, and reuse is at 57% and 48%, respectively. As for scripts, reuse across authors is low, with single author usage rates of 78% and 87%, respectively. This gap between overall and cross-author reuse shows quite clearly that authors use and reuse certain web-services preferentially, while these preferences are not too widely shared between workflow authors. An exception to this are some rather popular, well-known web-services, such as Blasts SimpleSearch.

Figure 3.3 shows the 300 most frequently used processors and their cross-workflow and cross-author reuse. Overall usage counts clearly follow a Zipf-like distribution. Zipf’s law [Zip35] states that when ranking words in some corpus of natural language by their frequency, the rank of any word in the resulting frequency table is inversely proportional to its frequency. Carrying over this distribution to processors in scientific workflows, it means that only few processors are used very often, while usage of the vast majority of processors is very sparse.

2.2 Reusing Workflows and Dataflows

A last series of experiments showed that over 80% of dataflows are used only once, and only 5% used more than twice. 1,038 dataflows are used by single authors, 29 by two authors, and 1 each by 3, 4, 6 and 7 authors, resulting in an overall of only 3% cross-author reuse for dataflows.
Of the 898 workflows, 83 appear more than once in the repository, 19 of which were uploaded by more than one user. This indicates that there are users which upload workflows which are equal (by our definition of identity) to already existing ones. Figure 3.4 shows author contributions of workflows and their dataflows, both total and distinct. It reveals that a single user (the one with the highest overall number of workflows uploaded) is responsible for the majority of the cases of duplicate workflows. By looking into this in more detail, we found that all this user duplicates are caused by equivalent workflows being uploaded in both scufl and t2flow formats. Figure 3.4 also shows that this user alone has authored 23\% of all workflows analyzed. Communication with the respective author, who is part of the Taverna development team, revealed that most of his workflows serve the purpose of testing the functionality of Taverna-provided processors and giving examples for their usage. The remainder of duplicate workflows is largely due to users following tutorials including uploads of workflows to myExperiment: They upload an unmodified workflow.

Another important finding, the top 10 single authors (groups 14 through 23) have created 554 workflows, i.e., app. 62\% of all workflows in our analysis set. Conversely, 43\% of all 124 authors have only created one workflow.

2.3 Main Conclusion

While reuse is already performed by some users, this study shows that cross-author reuse is low and could be increased. Following the study we performed interviews of several users of workflows repositories which reveals that (i) there is a crucial need for adequate means to retrieve existing workflows from repositories, and (ii) some workflows have too complex structures to be reused.

The following two sections provide our contributions to these two points.

B Workflow similarity approaches

1 Motivation

Designing a query language on top of a workflow repository or classifying the large amount of available workflows in a repository are challenging points to enhance reuse. They are directly related to the
problem of similarity between workflows.

Our contributions to the topic of workflow similarity are twofold. First, we design a comparison framework to precisely evaluate the ability of workflow similarity approaches to retrieve similar workflows in large repositories. Second, we introduce a new structure-based while effective workflow similarity approach.

As an illustration, Figure 3.5 provides an example of a pair of workflows. While the number and name of their inputs and outputs are not the same and the size and names of the workflow processors are different, such workflows may perform quite a similar task. A closer look shows that both workflows actually provide information on pathways and they share some processors (get_pathways_by_genes, get_image_from_URL). It may also be the case that module names are different while the processors are actually the same (that is, they have the same source code). Extra annotation on the workflow (tags or free text descriptions) may also be considered to determine similarity. Determining whether or not two workflows are different may thus involve a large variety of approaches, using various kinds of information.

Figure 3.5: Sample scientific workflows from the myExperiment repository: (a) ID: 1189, Title: KEGG pathway analysis, (b) ID: 2805, Title: Get Pathway-Genes by Entrez gene id.

2 Review of workflow similarity approaches

2.1 A framework for workflow similarity

Our first contribution is the design of a framework made of elementary bricks in which any existing approach for workflow similarity could be described, yet, opening the door to new (hybrid) solutions. Figure 3.6 introduces such a framework.

Based on a large review of the literature, we distinguish two families of approaches for performing workflow similarity: annotation-based (bottom of the figure), using the meta data associated to the workflow and structure-based (upper part of the figure), using the graph structure of the workflow to perform the comparison. We describe below briefly the various approaches considered.

In the first family (annotation-based), information exploited includes the workflow’s title, a free form text description, and assigned keyword tags. Only two kinds of such approaches can be considered, described here after.
1. **Bag of Words** – In this approach, following the work of [COO+10], workflows are compared by their titles and descriptions using a bag-of-words techniques. Both title and description are tokenized using whitespace and underscores as separators.

2. **Bag of Tags** – The keyword tags assigned to scientific workflows in a repository can also be used for similarity assessment, as done in [STD10]. The tags assigned to a workflow are treated as a bag of tags and calculate workflow similarity in the same way as in the *Bag of Words* approach described above.

The second family of approaches (structure-based) is obviously more complex and we decompose the process of structural comparison into fours steps: module identification, module mapping, topological comparison and normalization. For each, we list the various techniques used by approaches found in the literature. Table 3.1 provides all the compared configurations (see [SBCB14] for more information).

Topological comparison may be the most computationally expensive step. Approaches can be classified as either a) structure agnostic, i.e., based only on the sets of modules present in two workflows, [SCM+11, SLA+08, STD10, BG12]; b) based on substructures of workflows, such as maximum common subgraphs [SLA+08, GLG06, FR10] or graph kernels derived from frequent subgraphs [FR10]; or c) using the full structure of the compared workflows [XM07].

In our study, we include an approach to topological comparison for each of these classes, described here-after.

- **Sets of Modules** – Analogous to the similarity measure described in [SCM+11, SLA+08, STD10, BG12], two workflows $w_1$ and $w_2$ are treated as sets of modules.

- **Sets of Paths** – As a slightly relaxed version of using the maximum isomorphic subgraph for workflow comparison [SLA+08, GLG06, FR10], the sets of all paths two DAGs are comprised of can be used to compare them by their maximum similar subgraph [Kri01]. We follow this notion and *topologically decompose* each workflow into its set of paths: Starting from each node without inbound datalinks (the DAGs source nodes), all possible paths ending in a node without further outbound links (the DAGs sink nodes) are computed. All pairs $(P, P')$ from the so collected sets of paths $P_{w_1}$ and $P_{w_2}$ are compared using the *maximum weight non crossing matching scheme* ($mwnm$) to determine the additive similarity score for each pair of paths.
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- **Graph Edit Distance** – We call Graph Edit Distance an approach analogous to the work presented in [XM07], where the full DAG structures of two workflows are compared by computing the graph edit distance using the SUBDUE [MB00] package. SUBDUE allows labels to identify nodes in a graph, which it uses during the graph matching process. To transform similarity of modules to identifiers, we set the labels of nodes in the two graphs to be compared to reflect the module mapping derived from maximum weight matching of the modules during conversion of the workflows to SUBDUE’s input format. For computing graph edit distance, we kept SUBDUE’s default configuration which defines equal costs of 1 for any of the possible edit operations. Testing several different weighting schemes did not produce significantly different results.

2.2 Constituting a Gold Standard

To compare the various approaches we have constituted a gold standard. We have conducted a user study to collect manually assigned similarity ratings for selected pairs of scientific workflows. Overall, 15 domain experts from seven different institutions participated including members of the University of California Davis, the University of California Los Angeles, the University of Barcelona, the University of Manchester, the University of Humboldt zu Berlin (Germany), the University of Paris Sud (Institut de Genetique et Microbologie, France), the Institut pour la Recherche et le developpement (IRD, France).

Ratings were obtained in two phases.

In a first experiment, the goal was to generate a corpus of ratings independent of a concrete similarity measure to make it suitable for evaluation of large numbers of different measures, and measures to be developed in the future. 24 life science workflows, randomly selected from our dataset, (called query workflows in the following) were presented to the users, each accompanied by a list of 10 other workflows to compare it to. To obtain these 10 workflows, we ranked all workflows in the repository w.r.t. a given query workflow using a naive annotation-based similarity measure and drew workflows at random from the top-10, the middle, and the lower 30. Life science workflows of this set mostly deal with genomic and proteomic sequences similarity, functional annotation of pathways, microarrays normalization and analysis processes.

The ratings were to be given along a four step Likert scale [Lik32] with the options very similar, similar, related, and dissimilar plus an additional option unsure. Unsure user ratings were not further considered in the evaluation. We asked users to perform their rating based on the functionality of the workflows: two workflows are similar iff they can be used to perform the same kind of analysis or to answer to same kind of biological question. The ratings collected in this first experiment were used to rank the 10 workflows for each of the query workflows. The individual experts’ rankings were aggregated into consensus rankings using the BioConsert algorithm [CBDH11] (which will be described in the next chapter), extended to allow incomplete rankings with unsure ratings. On the basis of the generated consensus rankings, we evaluate the algorithms’ ranking correctness. Figure 3.7 inspects inter-annotator agreement, comparing each single expert’s rankings to the generated consensus using the ranking correctness and completeness measures described in Chapter 4. While we do see a few outliers, most experts are rather d’accord about how workflows are ranked.

In a second experiment, the selected algorithms were run to each retrieve the top-10 similar workflows from our complete dataset of 1,483 Taverna workflows for eight of the 24 query workflows from the first experiment. The results returned by each tested algorithm were merged into single lists between 21 and 68 elements long (depending on the overlap in the algorithm’s top-10). Naturally, these lists did contain workflows already rated in the first experiment. Experts were now asked to complete the ratings using the same scale as before. The ratings provided in this second experiment qualify each workflow
2.3 Overview of the results on similarity for workflows

We summarize below the main results obtained by our study. Please consider Figure 3.8 without looking at LD lines for now, and table 3.1 to get an overview of all the algorithms and configurations tested.

- As for techniques to identify and compare modules, the edit distance of module labels seems to be the best approach: It provides best results in retrieval and does not require refinement of multiple attribute weights; and it provides a more fine grained assessment of similarity than label matching, which, in turn, can only be recommended for retrieval of the few most similar results. Of course, these findings are only valid if labels are telling, i.e., are indicative for the functionality of the labeled module. Such workflows include the studied Taverna workflows from the myExperiment repository, but also the majority of workflows found in the SHIWA repository [SHI].

- Structural approaches can outperform annotational ones when configured appropriately. Especially in repositories where workflows are not well-annotated by descriptions or tags, such as the Galaxy repository inspected here, or the CrowdLabs repository of VisTrails workflows [MSFS11], structural approaches are indispensible. While full structural comparison by Graph Edit Distance appears to be to strict - similar to label matching on the module level -, comparing workflows either by substructures such as paths or by the sets of modules they contain provide comparably convincing results. This is good news, as module set comparison is computationally far less expensive than comparing substructures. Yet, the fact that Path Sets comparison is more stable in
its results across different configurations indicates room for further research to include topological information with less computational complexity. This will be the topic of the next section.

- Normalization of the similarity values derived from workflow comparison w.r.t. workflow size is, as clearly shown, indispensable for similarity search of scientific workflows.

- Next to the intrinsic steps of workflow comparison, we have also looked at several options for further tuning. The use of external knowledge, potentially derived from the workflow repository itself, reduces computational complexity and often improves result quality. More precisely, we have considered the following two techniques.
  - *Importance Projection Preprocessing*. Many modules in real-world workflows actually convey little information about workflow function, but only provide parameter settings, perform simple format conversions, or unnest structured data objects. Importance projection is the process of removing such modules from a workflow prior to its comparison, where the connectivity of the graph structure is retained by transitive reduction of removed paths between the remaining modules. Note that this method requires external knowledge given in the form of a method to assess the contribution of a given module to the workflow’s function, which is a rather strong requirement. The implementation provided here relies on manual assignments of importance based on the type of operation carried out by a given module.
  - *Module Pair Preselection*. Instead of computing all pairwise module similarities for two workflows prior to further topological comparisons, this method first classifies modules by their type and then compares modules within the same class. This reduces the number of (costly) module comparisons and may even improve mapping quality due to the removal of false mappings across types. Here, external knowledge must be given in the form of a method assigning a predefined class to each module.

- Using ensembles of different algorithms (combos) can significantly improve result quality when compared to single algorithms.

### 3 Introducing the Layer Decomposition approach

To address the need for considering efficient structural approaches for workflow similarity, we introduce a novel approach, called Layer Decomposition (LD), for structurally comparing two workflows.

The fundamental idea behind Layer Decomposition is to focus on the order in which modules are executed in both workflows by only permitting mappings of modules to be used for similarity assessment which respect this order (in a sense to be explained below). Two observations led us to consider execution order as a fundamental ingredient to workflow similarity. First, it is intuitive: The function of a workflow obviously critically depends on the execution order of its tasks as determined by the direction of data links; even two workflows consisting of exactly the same modules might compute very different things if these modules are executed in a different order. Nevertheless, most structural comparison methods downplay execution order to reduce the cost of the comparison. For instance, it is completely lost when only module sets are compared, and a few graph edits can lead to workflows with very different
execution orders (like swapping the first and last of a long sequence of modules). Second, we observed in our previous evaluation that approaches to topological workflow comparison which put some focus on execution order are much more stable across different configurations of the remaining steps of the workflow comparison process. In particular, comparing two graphs using their path sets, i.e., the set of all paths from a source to a sink, produced remarkably stable results both with and without the use of external knowledge. Inclusion of such knowledge in workflow comparison had among the largest impacts on the overall performance of methods, but requires corpus-specific expert intervention. Based on these findings, developing methods that achieve retrieval results of high quality without requiring external knowledge seemed like a promising next step.

Back to the results provided by Figure 3.8, the ranking performance for simLD in direct comparison to simMS, simPS, simGE, and the annotation based measures simBW and simBT can be seen. Results have been sorted by mean ranking correctness.

Several points can be underlined.

- Firstly, simLD provides best results.

- Secondly, both simLD and simPS provide most stable results across different configurations. Performance of simMS, on the other hand, varies with the quality of the module comparison scheme used, and especially with the use of external knowledge in terms of ip (importance projection).

- Thirdly, while simMS, when configured properly, can achieve ranking correctness values comparable to the best results of simLD, simPS is generally slightly behind simLD. In contrast, simGE, putting a high emphasis on overall workflow structure, does not provide competitive results; we therefore omit it in all further evaluations. As for ranking completeness, we see that both simLD and simPS fully distinguish all workflows in terms of their similarity to the query workflows where users make a distinction as well.
Figure 3.8: Mean ranking correctness (bars) with upper and lower stddev (errorbars), and mean ranking completeness (black squares) over 24 lists of 10 workflows for different algorithms and configurations (see Table 3.1 for notation).

C Reducing the structural complexity of workflows

To enhance workflow reuse, we address a second kind of problem: reducing the structural complexity of workflows. The idea here has a dual objective: (i) reduce (even visually) the structural workflow complexity to make workflows looking simpler, easy to “grasp” by users, and (ii) make the complexity of (inherently complex) graph-based operations lower, because they are performed on simpler structures. While we made contributions related to the first point in DistillFlow, by removing redundancy in workflow to provide more compact structures, we made contributions associated to the second point in SPFlow by providing an algorithm able to transform any non series-parallel workflow graph into a series-parallel workflow structure.
1 Distilling the structure of workflows with DistillFlow

1.1 Motivation and use cases

As usual, we start this work by carefully inspecting the complex structure of Taverna scientific workflows. Such an inspection reveals that, in numerous cases, the structure complexity is due mainly to redundancy. More specifically, 26% of such workflows have explicit redundancy in their structure (e.g., several occurrences of the same processor with the same input data). Authors of such workflows include users not familiar with programming code reuse (copy pasting processors as they could have copy pasted parts of code) and users who are not aware of the powerful “implicit iteration process” of Taverna (that is, they are not aware of the techniques used by the Taverna system to deal with for-each loops). A completely different kind of user is also targeted such as users who duplicate tasks to optimize their workflows (while this kind of optimization should be performed at the execution time by the workflow engine and not by the user at the specification level). Notably, such a behavior is not particular to Taverna users and can be found in users of other workflow systems. However, as we propose to concretely rewrite workflows, we have to consider one workflow system and we have chosen Taverna.

In turn, redundancy may be an indicator of over-complicated design, and thus there is a chance for a reduction in complexity which does not alter the workflow semantics. Our main contention in this work is that such a reduction in complexity can be performed automatically, and that it will be beneficial both in terms of user experience (easier design and maintenance), and in terms of operational efficiency (easier to manage, and sometimes to exploit the latent parallelism amongst the tasks).

We first describe the two kinds of situations found, captured by two use cases.
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The first use case (Figure 3.9 (a)) is represented by a workflow performing a very basic statistical analysis of a data set (based on integer values). This workflow involves the duplication of a linear chain of connected processors \textit{GetStatistics\_input, GetStatistics} and \textit{GetStatistics\_output}. The last processor in the chain reveals the rationale for this design, namely to use \textit{one output port from each copy of the processor}. Clearly, this is unnecessary, and the version in Figure 1 (ii) achieves the same effect much more economically, by drawing both output values from the same copy of the processor.

In the second use case (Figure 3.9 (b)), the representative workflow makes use of the G-language Genome Analysis Environment\textsuperscript{3} to calculate three features of a given genome sequence. It begins with three distinct processing steps on the same input sequence. We observe that the three steps that follow those are really all copies of a master \textit{Get\_image\_From\_URL} task. This suggests that their three inputs can be collected into a list, and the three occurrences can be factored into a single occurrence which consumes the list. By virtue of the Taverna list processing feature, the single occurrence will be activated three times, one for each element in the input list. Also, the outputs of the repeated calls of \textit{Get\_image\_From\_URL} will be in the same order as items in the list. Therefore this new pattern achieves the same result as the original workflow. Note that collecting the three outputs into a list requires a new built-in \textit{merge} node (the circle icon in Figure 2 (ii)). Similarly, a \textit{Split} processor has been introduced to decompose the outputs (list of values) into three single outputs.

1.2 Anti-patterns and refactoring approach

In response to these findings, our approach provides a refactoring procedure to replace several occurrences of the same processor with one single occurrence whenever possible, while following several assumptions: (i) the processors we consider are deterministic (the same output is produced given the same input); (ii) only processors implemented using the exact same code can be merged (in our setting, two processors are equivalent if they represent identical web service calls, or they contain the same script, or they are bound to the same executable Java program). In practice, condition (ii) is often realized, because processors are duplicated during workflow design by means of a graphical “copy and

\textsuperscript{3}\url{http://www.g-language.org/wiki/}
paste” operation. (iii) Only copies of processors that do not depend on each other’s can be merged (no directed path can be found between each two copies).

Figure 3.10 introduces the two generic patterns and the transformation rules we have considered; these rules allow the rewriting of anti-patterns into patterns without redundancy. Note that each anti-pattern depicted actually covers a large number of concrete cases of redundancy (in particular those two generic patterns and rewriting rules are able to refactor all the workflows with explicit redundancy detected). More precisely, anti-pattern A deals with simple redundancy where the same processor $P$ appears with $r$ occurrences (denoted $P(1)...P(r)$ in the figure) and each occurrence takes the exact same input (and can be thus replaced by one single occurrence) and produces the exact same output. Anti-pattern B depicts a more complex case where the various occurrences of the same processor have only part of their inputs in common. In the rewritten pattern, input data that differ from one occurrence to another ($L_{l+1}^1$ to $L_k^1$) have been merged using the merge processors provided by Taverna (the circle icon) to construct lists of data from the original data items to exploit the implicit iterative process of Taverna. As a consequence, the rewritten pattern contains a list split processor called $SPLIT_r$ to decompose the list obtained as output into $r$ pieces to ensure that the downstream fragment of the workflow remains unchanged. When detecting the anti-patterns, we looked into the properties of each processor, including processor types, inputs, outputs, web services calls, script implementation etc., to make sure that the processors are exactly the same.

The DistillFlow algorithm removes as many anti-patterns as possible, following a recursive process. Figure 3.11 (a1) provides the representation of the initial workflow depicted in Figure 3.10 while (b1) shows the distilled workflow. We omit here the details about the way we carefully apply rewriting rules and how we consider the various strategies followed by the processors when dealing with lists of input data (cross and dot strategies, see [CBFC12a] for more information on this point).

Evaluation. To evaluate our approach, we consider two sets of workflows: the myExperiment data set (which contained 1,400 workflows in 2013) and a set of 70 private, very carefully designed Taverna workflows, from the BioVel project. BioVel (www.biovel.eu) is a consortium of fifteen European partners from nine countries which aims at developing a virtual e-laboratory to facilitate research on biodiversity. BioVel promotes workflow sharing by using the Taverna system and aims at providing a library of workflows in the domain of biodiversity data analysis. Access to the repository to contributors, however, is restricted and controlled. Because of the restricted access and the focus on a specific domain of these workflows, they are expected to be of higher quality than the general myExperiment workflow population.

As a result, 25.7% of the workflows of the myExperiment set contains at least one anti-pattern. Although anti-pattern A appears in only 5.5% of the total, it is particularly costly because it involves multiple executions of the same processor with the exact same input, therefore being able to remove it would be particularly beneficial.

As for the BioVel private workflows, 40.8% include at least one anti-pattern, while all anti-patterns are of kind B (and thus none contains any kind A). Additionally, we observe that on average a workflow from BioVel contains fewer anti-patterns than a workflow from myExperiment.

1.3 The DistillFlow Prototype

DistillFlow has been implemented in Java. It includes both a library of anti-patterns and a library of rewriting rules (algorithms) to consider more anti-patterns and rewriting rules in the future. Users com-
municate with DistillFlow by loading and interacting with original and rewritten workflows.

Figure 3.11 provides a snapshot of the DistillFlow user interface. Users start using DistillFlow by loading a workflow specification into the system. The anti-patterns are detected and can be removed either all-at-once or in a step-by-step process (selected by the user). Both graphs (initial and transformed) can be visualized.

![Figure 3.11: Visualizing both initial workflow and distilled workflow.](image)

2 Reducing the inherent complexity of workflows with SPFlow

We now consider another kind of workflow complexity which is not related to the number of edges and nodes but rather to the intricate nature of the workflow structure. More formally, a workflow is considered as complex if useful graph operations, in particular involving sub-graph isomorphism, cannot be performed by a polynomial algorithm. We consider here a rewriting approach able to transform any workflow having a DAG structure into a series-parallel workflow. Our approach ensures that the provenance of any data produced by a rewritten workflow is the same as the provenance it would have had in the original workflow. In other words, we consider a provenance-equivalent rewriting approach. The main motivation for such an approach is the increasing presence of solutions dedicated to series-parallel graphs to deal with provenance information while workflows added to repositories have increasingly complex structures.

![Figure 3.12: Two graphs illustrating provenance related notions](image)

We consider again the notion of series-parallel (SP) graphs. Determining whether a graph has an SP
structure can be performed in linear time [VTL79]; this process is based on a set of reduction operations introduced in [Val78, BKS92], and illustrated in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. Duffin proved that a given DAG is series-parallel if and only if it does not contain a subgraph homeomorphic to the "forbidden subgraph" of Figure 3.12 (a).

**Figure 3.13:** (a) Series reduction; (b) Parallel reduction

![Figure 3.13](image)

A graph is said to be **maximally reduced** if and only if no more series or parallel reduction can be applied to it. A graph is **SP** if and only if there exists a sequence of series and parallel reductions that reduces G to **BSP** (i.e., no node reduction). Figure 3.15 describes reductions performed on a graph. No vertex reduction is used to get the **BSP** graph: the initial graph $G_0$ is SP.

The number of times vertex reduction operations are used can give an idea of the **distance** between a non-SP to an SP structure. Intuitively, the highest number of times vertex reductions are used are the farthest from an SP structure it is.

2.1 Provenance-equivalence

The provenance of a piece of data labeling an edge is the ordered sequence of tasks performed to produce this data, and input data to each task. Immediate provenance describes the last step of production while deep provenance describes the entire sequence of steps that produced the data [BCBDH08].

In the present work, we represent provenance by using expressions obtained from the labels of edges in the graphs which are reduced following the process described above. Such expressions allow to keep track of the subgraphs they replace. More precisely, labels are actually expressions built on the nodes and edges labels, and using two associative binary operators “+” (when parallel reductions are used) and “·” (when series reductions are used).

The **Immediate Provenance** of a final output $f$ in a workflow run is defined by the label of the last processor that has been run (e.g., $\tilde{u}$) and the labels of the input data such processor took in (e.g., $d_1 \ldots d_p$). $imProv(f) = \tilde{u} \cdot (d_1 + \ldots + d_p)$. In the same context, the **Deep Provenance** of the final output $f$ of a run is recursively defined by $DProv$ with $DProv(f) = \tilde{u} \cdot (d_1 \cdot DProv(e_1) + \ldots + d_p \cdot DProv(e_p))$

The base case occurs when $u$ is the source of the graph and $f$ is an outgoing edge of the source: $DProv(f) = imProv(f) = \tilde{s}$. 
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There is several equivalent expressions for provenance due to associativity, commutativity and distributivity properties. Indeed, “+” is commutative because several parallel input data can be considered in any order. However, “·” is not commutative since the order in which tasks are executed is important. Right distributivity can be used to provide a concise representation of provenance through the following factorization rule:

\[(\alpha_1 \cdot z \cdot \beta + \alpha_2 \cdot z \cdot \beta) \rightarrow (\alpha_1 + \alpha_2) \cdot z \cdot \beta\]

where \(\alpha_1, \alpha_2\), and \(\beta\) are expressions built on vertex and edge labels using “+” and “·” and \(z\) is a vertex label.

Our aim is to transform a run into another which has an SP structure while preserving provenance. For this, we require the two graphs to have the same provenance for their latest output (actually the union of all outputs when several outputs are involved, see [CBFC12b] for more details). We thus introduce here the notion of provenance-equivalence of two graphs (or in our setting, of two workflow runs) and state that the reduction operations rewrite the initial graph into a provenance-equivalent graph.

Definition 3.1 Let \(G_{r1}\), \(G_{r2}\) be two runs. \(G_{r1}\) and \(G_{r2}\) are provenance-equivalent, noted \(G_{r1} \xleftrightarrow{prov} G_{r2}\), if and only if the deep provenance of their final outputs is the same.

Graphs (a) and (b) of Figure 3.12 are provenance-equivalent.

2.2 Major features of the SPFlow Algorithm

Based on these definitions we can show that the reduction operations preserve provenance. Additionally, among the strategies found in the literature to rewrite non-SP graphs into SP graphs (while never
applied to scientific workflows) none are able to preserve provenance, that is, none were able to provide provenance-equivalent graphs. We thus introduce our own strategy, based on in-vertex duplication as depicted in Figure 3.12, and can show that our approach is provenance-preserving.

As a consequence, the SPFlow algorithm rewrites a non-SP graph $G$ into a new SP graph, called $SPG$ obtained from $G$ by duplicating vertices of $G$, while ensuring that $G$ and $SPG$ are provenance-equivalent. As expected, SPFlow has an exponential complexity in the worst case (which occurs in a graph consisting of $n$ iterations of the forbidden subgraph depicted in Figure 3.12). To evaluate the benefit of using SPFlow in real settings, we again consider the set of Taverna workflows available in myExperiment. Although three graphs have an important number of duplicated vertices, the very large majority of graphs, including huge workflows (having more than 100 vertices), have a small ratio, lower than 5. Additionally, the time to rewrite each workflow is negligible for the current structures of workflows: on a dual core@2.2GHz and 2GB of RAM desktop, the maximum time is 434 ms.

D Related work

1 Workflow reuse

Only a very few studies have considered the analysis of the workflows contained in a repository, in particular to find elements that are shared across workflows. For web-services such an analysis is presented in [TZF10], who find that only few web-services are used in more than one workflow. Yet, another analysis of processors contained in the workflows stored in myExperiment [WVDVW+09], reveals that the majority of basic tasks are local processors and not web services. In [STD10], functional properties of several types of processors, including local ones, are used as features to classify workflows. Yet, no differentiation is made between single types of processors after extraction, hindering fine-grained analysis of shared elements.

Our study of workflow reuse is the first to provide a comprehensive account on the degree of sharing between workflows in a repository. In particular, three key aspects are taken into account: (1) considering alternative methods to test the identity of (or similarity between) two elements from different workflows; (2) describing workflows at three levels of functionality: single processors (typically treated as black boxes), groups of processors organized as dataflows, and whole workflows; (3) considering authorship.

2 Scientific workflow similarity

As for the review of the methods for scientific workflow comparison, a few studies are available and the concrete type of evaluation the proposed methods are subjected to varies with the intended use case, e.g., clustering or similarity search. Additionally, evaluation settings vary greatly from manual inspection of a method’s output [COO+10, STD10, SCM+11, GLG06] to systematic evaluation against a small (and not publicly available) set of expert provided truth [BG12] or against ground truth derived from another method [FR10]. Drawing conclusions on these studies is not possible. We provide a unique framework able to capture all the techniques available, combine them and compare them using two large, public and independent data sets (workflows from myexperiment and the Galaxy repository) while considering a gold standard (made public) based on the rating of 15 experts.

As for the rewriting approaches, we are the first to consider the notion of redundancy in workflow and consider a refactoring approach based on the study of workflow structure. More research is available from the business workflows community, where several analysis techniques propose to discover control-
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flow errors in workflows (see [vdAvHtH11] for references). Other work in this community focus on data-flow verification [TAS09]. However, such work aimed primarily at detecting access concurrency problems in workflows using temporal logics, making both aims and approach different from ours. Also, it would be hard to transfer those results to the realm of scientific workflows, which are missing the complex control constructs of business workflows, and instead follow a dataflow model (a recent study [MGRtH11] has shown that scientific workflows involve dataflow patterns that cannot be met in business workflows).

With the increase in popularity of workflow-based science, and bioinformatics in particular, the study of scientific workflow structures is becoming a timely research topic. Classification models are developed to detect additional patterns in structure, usage and data [RP10, YGN09b]. More high-level patterns, associated to specific cases of use (data curation, analysis) are identified in Taverna and Wings workflows in [GAB+12]. Complementary to this work, graph-based approaches are considered for automatically combining several analysis steps to help the workflow design process [RMMTS12].

As for the last piece of work described in this Chapter (SPFlow), we first review the graph literature and consider the major NonSP to SP rewriting approaches, namely (Re)synchronization [GE03] and in-vertex duplication [BKS92]. As none of them are able to preserve provenance, we design SPFlow. SPFlow is thus the only NonSP to SP rewriting approach able to preserve provenance, that is, able to maintain the semantics (meaning) of the workflow.

E Supervision of students and collaborations

This chapter presents my contributions to the problematic of workflow reuse. These contributions have been done in the context of two collaborations and involve two PhD students.

First, the work performed on workflow similarity search started in 2010 when Ulf Leser (from the Humboldt Universitat zu Berlin) spent a 6 months sabbatical at LRI to start working on scientific workflows. We then co-leded a PHC Procope project in 2012. In this collaborative context, Johannes Starlinger, a PhD student of Ulf Leser that I co-supervised with him during two years, has developed the two main studies described in the first part of this Chapter. Johannes spent 3 months internship at the University of Pennsylvania, working with Susan Davidson and Sanjeev Khanna, where they started elaborate the very first hints for the Layer Decomposition approach. I have later contributed to this work by working with Johannes and with Susan Davidson when I visited UPenn in April 2014.

Second, the work on workflow rewriting to reduce the complexity of scientific workflows (SPFlow and DistillFlow) takes place within the context of the thesis of Jiuqiang Chen, that I have co-supervised with Christine Froidevaux. I have been invited in July 2012 at the University of Manchester after meeting Carole Goble at the “Principles of Provenance” Dagstuhl seminar. In Manchester, I met several workflow users and designers and I started considering the problem of redundancy in workflows. As a result, we have designed DistillFlow in collaboration with members of the Taverna workflow system (Carole Goble, Paolo Missier and Alan Williams).

F Conclusion and Perspectives

This chapter introduces my contributions to the domain of scientific workflow reuse.

---

4This project was co-funded by Campus France, formerly Egide, and DAAD, German Academic Exchange service
On the one hand, based on our preliminary study on workflow reuse [SCBL12], we present the comparison of a multitude of existing approaches to scientific workflow similarity search on the to-date largest human-curated corpus of similarity ratings for scientific workflows [SBCBL14]. We pay special attention to deconstruct every method into their most important conceptual steps and to align these to a common framework, with the goal to increase comparability and to be able to pinpoint observed differences in result quality to their precise cause. Our evaluation clearly shows that each step in the process of workflow comparison makes an important contribution to overall result quality. While, for practical reasons, our evaluation does focus on workflows from the life sciences domain, the used algorithms are domain agnostic and do not make use of any domain specific knowledge. We do, however, believe that the life sciences are a particularly difficult domain for workflow comparison, due to the large number of different groups developing different tools (and workflows), even for similar tasks, leading to difficult task-matching issues.

We then introduce Layer Decomposition (LD) [SCBK+14], a novel approach for workflow comparison specifically tailored to measuring the similarity of scientific workflows. We comparatively evaluate this algorithm against a set of state-of-the-art contenders in terms of workflow ranking and retrieval. We showed that LD provides the best results in both tasks, and that it does so across a variety of different configurations - even those not requiring extensive external knowledge. Considering runtime, we not only show our algorithm to be faster than other structure-aware approaches, but demonstrate how different algorithms can be combined to reduce the overall runtime while achieving comparable, or even improved result quality.

On the other hand, we introduce two approaches to make scientific workflow structures less complex. The main approach is dedicated to Taverna, DistillFlow [CBCG+14], and able to concretely remove redundancy in workflows by considering the concept of workflow anti-patterns. This approach has been driven by user needs expressed during interviews of end user, and evaluated on the workflows of the BioVel European project. The prototype [CCBF14] is currently used by Taverna’s users. The second approach is agnostic to the workflow system, SPFlow [CBFC12b], and able to rewrite a DAG workflow into a provenance-equivalent series-parallel workflow (in which complex graph operations such as subgraph isomorphism can be solved by polynomial algorithms). While the complexity of such algorithm is exponential, it provides reasonable results on real settings.

Perspectives in the domain of enhancing workflow reuse are numerous.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, provenance can play a major role: using provenance to retrieve workflows of interest allows considering similarity between input or output data which is probably the most important similarity feature to consider. Now that workflow similarity is better understood, various open questions can be considered in the domain of querying workflow repository and in particular the definition of a query language. In this direction, provenance query languages have been developed [SPG08, LLCF11, PA] notably based on the PROV standard (following OPM) [PD] while more formal frameworks and query languages, able to mix workflow and data provenance, have been introduced ([ADD+11, DODO+13]).

More generally, querying repositories of workflows (or workflow retrieval) may be addressed by a variety of solutions.

At one end of the spectrum are simple keyword queries that search a textual description of a workflow. This is the only type of search supported in current systems. At the other end of the spectrum, repositories
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should support full-fledged query languages encompassing predicates for searching IO-types of tasks, the topology of a workflow, keywords in the descriptions of tasks or the entire workflow, etc. [CBL11b, BZG+15].

Largely unexplored are solutions in between and mixing textual and structural information. Our experience is that end users often know the type and format of data they provide (like Affymetrix GeneChip raw measurements, file format: CEL) and the type of data they expect as output (list of differentially expressed genes). Accordingly, they should be able to specify such parameters as constraints for a search, while the "intermediate" bits remain unspecified or only vaguely described. End users also may have a coarse-grained picture of the analysis they want to perform (like: "Data should be normalized, then aggregated by sample group, then analyzed for differential expression using a statistical test with a multiple testing correction") where only a few steps are already associated with concrete tools. Defining such workflow sketches to efficiently access workflow repositories is probably one of the most important challenges to cope with.

Last, generalizing the process followed by refactoring workflow approaches by possibly adding new anti-patterns and/or considering other workflow systems is another key point to reduce the complexity of workflows, and thus, to enhance workflow reuse.
CHAPTER 4

RANKING BIOLOGICAL DATA SETS USING CONSENSUS TECHNIQUES

Main Publications of the Chapter

[CBDH11] Using Medians to generate consensus rankings for biological data, SS-DBM 2011
[BRDCB14] ConQuR-Bio: Consensus Ranking with Query Reformulation for Biological Data, DILS 2014
This Chapter introduces my contributions to another important topic of data integration for the life science, namely, *biological data ranking*.

The aim of *biological data ranking* is to help users face with huge amount of data and choose between alternative pieces of information. This is of paramount importance in the context of querying data integration systems, where even very simple queries can return hundreds of answers. The need for ranking solutions, able to order answers is crucial for helping scientists organize their time and prioritize the new experiments to be possibly conducted. However, ranking biological data is a difficult task for various reasons: biological data are usually annotation files (e.g., a SwissProt, EntrezGene, or OMIM entry) which reflect expertise, they are thus associated with various degrees of *confidence* [CBBDF07]; data are not independent of each others’ but they are linked by cross-references and the network formed by these links plays a role in the *popularity* of the data; the need expressed by scientists may also be taken into consideration whether the most well-known data should be ranked first, or the freshest, or the most surprising [HTL07]... As a consequence, although several ranking methods have been proposed in the last years within the bioinformatics community [BY06, SIY06, RWL+06, HTL07], none of them has been deployed on systems currently used by the scientific community.

The work we present aims at addressing the problem that oncologists and pediatricians from the Institut Curie (Paris) and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (USA) face with, where too large numbers of answers are obtained to their biological queries.

To rank biological data, instead of combining ranking criteria and obtain a unique score for each data item, the general and original approach we propose to consider two steps. In the first step, several ranking methods are applied to biological data, independently of each others’. A given user query is considered and may be posed to one or several systems, and the results ordered using alternative ranking criteria and/or exploiting various ranking methods. In the second step, a consensus ranking approach is used to aggregate the input rankings.

To illustrate our approach, let us consider the following example, inspired from our concrete context of work, where an oncologist wants to know a set of genes involved in breast cancer. Depending on the database chosen and/or the ranking method to be used, several rankings of genes can be generated. In our example, let us consider the three following rankings: (i) the NCBI Entrez portal (the entry point to a set of major US biological databases) is queried and the genes obtained are sorted by “relevance” (where relevance is correlated to the number of times the keyword “breast cancer” appears in the annotation file of each gene) ; (ii) the SRS system (an entry point to a large set of biological databases) is queried and the results are ranked by freshness (i.e., more recent information first); (iii) the results obtained by Entrez are (loaded into a datawarehouse and) ranked using the PageRank algorithm. In such an example, three rankings, that is, three lists of genes, are obtained. In the second step, we propose to generate a *consensus ranking* to reflect the input rankings’ common points while not putting too much importance on genes classified as "good" by only one or a few rankings (that is, minimizing their disagreements).

The problem of *consensus ranking*, also and mainly known as *rank aggregation*, has started to be investigated two centuries ago [dC85] by the Marquis de Condorcet to study voting systems. The problem has been actively studied again in the last two decades. Direct applications are numerous and include aggregating answers returned by several web engines [DKNS01], computing a global rating based on numerous user ratings [BK09, SBCBL14], determining the winner in a sport competition [BBN13], or combining biomedical orderings [CBDH11, DHF+06, SM01]. This topic has been of particular interest in the information retrieval and database communities ([DKNS01] and [FKM+04, FKM+06, FKS03a, JKS14, SvZ09, SAYD+13]) while several other communities have also deeply looked into it, including algorithmics ([Ail10, ACN08, SvZ09]) and datamining ([BGKN11]).
However, in real applications, the rankings to be aggregated may not be permutations where elements are strictly ordered, but they may have ties where some elements are placed at the same position (e.g., several genes obtained as answer to a biological query may be considered as equally important). While the first efficient solution to rank aggregation considering input rankings with ties has been introduced by Fagin et al. in 2004 [FKM+04], most of the approaches and studies introduced since then have continued to focus on permutations, leaving several open questions in the context of ranking with ties.

Our contributions in this context are twofold.

First, we present a new heuristic for the problem, called BioConsert [CBDH11] (for generating Biological Consensus ranking with ties) that is dedicated to the features of biological data, in particular, that is able to fully consider consensus with ties.

Second, we present two applications we have considered for our consensus ranking methods. The first (and main) application uses consensus ranking for reconciling results obtained by alternative reformulations (using synonyms or equivalent terms in biomedical ontologies and thesaurus) of a biological query [BRDCB14]. And second, because ranking and scientific workflows are not independent topics of each other’s, the second application has been done in the context of similarity search in scientific workflows where consensus ranking approaches help reconcile the experts ratings on the similarity of workflow pairs.

## A BioConsert

In this section, we introduce the BioConsert heuristic which addresses the problem of consensus ranking and considers the features of the input rankings consisting of lists of data items (e.g., lists of genes). In this section we list the needs to be met by our solution, then we formalize the problem and introduce our solution while we demonstrate in the next section the interest of our approach in a real biological setting.

### 1 Requirements

Here, a ranking is represented by a suite of integers where each integer is one data object (in our case a gene provided as answer to a query).

**Requirement 1: Comparing different sets.** The distance to be chosen to compare rankings should take into account the fact that rankings are possibly over different sets of elements. Ranking are provided by systems which may play the role of filters. For instance, SRS or Entrez may not work on the exact same versions of the databases queried and/or may not interpret keyword queries the same way, resulting in different ranked data sets obtained to the same user query. In other words, two lists obtained by different ranking methods may not contain the same sets of data: it may be the case that ranking $R_1$ mentions the data item #X which is not present in ranking $R_2$. As a consequence, computing a distance between $R_1$ and $R_2$ implies taking into consideration those missing elements in rankings.

**Requirement 2: Considering ties.** The distance to be chosen to compare rankings should consider the fact that each ranking method output has the form of a list of sets (or ties) of answers. This may be the case when answers have groups of elements which are equally important. For instance, the following line $R_{1Q1} := \{\{12, 21, 35, 36\}, \{41\}, \{3, 22\}\}$ indicates that the ranking method $R_1$ for the query $Q_1$ returns 7 answers (genes in our example) and proposes a ranking in which 4 data objects are ranked
equally first (#12,#21,#35,#36), strictly followed by the data object #41, itself strictly followed by the two data objects #3 and #22 (equally at the last position). In our setting, a set of genes may be considered as equally important to be involved in a disease because all genes of this set are involved in the same biological pathway.

**Requirement 3: Minimizing disagreements.** The consensus ranking we want to design should minimize the disagreements between rankings with ties. The distance to be considered should thus be able to penalize two kinds of disagreements: Besides considering as disagreements the classical cases where element $i$ is ranked before element $j$ in one ranking and after element $j$ in the other, we need also to consider as disagreements cases where elements $i, j$ are tied in one ranking (i.e. they are part of the same bucket such as #3 and #22 in the example above) but they are not tied in the other one.

In the following we introduce the preprocess we use on our data sets to go from rankings over different elements to rankings over the same sets of elements and we then introduce the distance we consider to meet these needs.

### 2 Unifying sets of data

We describe the steps of the *Unifying* preprocess to deal with different sets of data (Requirement 1) while minimizing disagreements between rankings (Requirement 3). Our aim is to penalize the fact that one element is considered in a ranking but not in another one.

1. Compute the union $U$ of the elements (integers) appearing in each ranking.
2. For each ranking $R_i$, compute the set of elements contained in $U$ but not in $R_i$, denoted here $U \setminus R_i$.
3. Augment each ranking the following way: add to $R_i$ one new bucket at the latest position with elements from $U \setminus R_i$.

All the rankings obtained using the *Unifying* preprocess are thus over the same sets of elements. Additionally, if any ranking had elements that were not in the other rankings before these changes it will be penalized by the fact that this element will be ranked in the last bucket in all the other rankings.

### 3 Kendall-τ and generalized Kendall-τ distance

We can now choose a distance to compare rankings over the same sets of elements.

A good dissimilarity measure for comparing two rankings without ties is the Kendall-τ distance [Ken38] which counts the number of pairwise disagreements between positions of elements in those rankings. One way to generate a consensus permutation for a given set of permutations is to find a median for this set, that is, a permutation that minimizes the sum of Kendall-τ distances between this permutation and all permutations in the given set. The problem of finding the median of a set of $m$ permutations of \(\{1, 2, 3, \ldots, n\}\) under the Kendall-τ distance is a NP-hard problem (when $m \geq 4$, $m$ even) that has been well-studied over the past years and for which good heuristics exist [ACN05, BFG08, BCHV11, DKNS01, KMS07, vZW07].

**Example 1.1** In our context, the permutations are the rankings to be considered. Let $r_1 = [5, 3, 2, 1, 4]$ and $r_2 = [1, 4, 5, 3, 2]$ be two rankings over the data ids of the set \(\{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}\). Kendall-τ distance for
and $r_2$ is 12, given by the following disagreements between pairs of elements of $r_1$ and $r_2$:

1 appears after 2, 3 and 5 in $r_1$ and before 2, 3 and 5 in $r_2$
2 appears before 1 and 4 in $r_1$ and after 1 and 4 in $r_2$
3 appears before 1 and 4 in $r_1$ and after 1 and 4 in $r_2$
4 appears after 2, 3 and 5 in $r_1$ and before 2, 3 and 5 in $r_2$
5 appears before 1 and 4 in $r_1$ and before 1 and 4 in $r_2$

Following [FKM+04], a bucket order on $[n]$ is a transitive binary relation $\prec$ for which there are non-empty sets $B_1, \ldots, B_k$ (the buckets) that form a partition of $[n]$ such that $x \prec y$ if and only if there are $i, j$ with $i < j$ such that $x \in B_i$ and $y \in B_j$. Now, a ranking with ties is defined on $[n]$ as $R = [B_1, \ldots, B_k]$, where $R[x] = i$ if $x \in B_i$.

In this context, the generalized Kendall-$\tau$ distance can be defined analogously to the Kendall-$\tau$ distance while considering a parameter $p$ such that $0 < p \leq 1$ to deal with the new kind of disagreements induced by ties. More precisely, the generalized Kendall-$\tau$ distance considers the number of disagreements between two rankings with ties (answering Requirement 2): a disagreement can be either two elements that are in different buckets in each ranking, where the order of the buckets disagree, and each such disagreement counts for 1 in the distance; or two elements that are in the same bucket in one ranking and in different buckets in the other, and each such disagreement counts for $p$ (answering Requirement 3).

4 The BioConsert Heuristic

Given a set $\mathcal{R} = \{R_1, \ldots, R_t\}$ of rankings with ties, the major concept of the BioConsert heuristic is to apply a series of "good" operations (namely, changeBucket and addBucket) on a starting ranking $R_{\text{start}}$, in order to make it closer to a median. We can then choose different rankings as possible start rankings and apply the BioConsert heuristic on each of them, keeping as best consensus the result of the best run.

The pseudo-code of the BioConsert algorithm is available in [CBDH11]. We have shown that BioConsert was able to handle biological data sets in a reasonable time and that it provided more accurate results (determined as the distance of the solution obtained by BioConsert to the exact solution, when available) than the current approximation algorithms of the literature (more information provided in the perspective Section of this Chapter).

B Applications of Consensus ranking approaches

1 Consensus of biological query reformulations

We now present the main application of BioConsert to address the needs expressed by our clinician collaborators. Instead of considering alternative ranking methods or alternative querying systems, we extend our approach and consider alternative reformulations of the user query. We place our solution on top of the Entrez NCBI querying system and provide an efficient and on-the-fly solution to the biological data ranking problem. We introduce ConQuR-Bio (Consensus ranking with Query Reformulation for Biological data), which makes use of two techniques: (i) query reformulation, where the user query is reformulated using various synonyms, where each reformulation provides one input ranking and (ii) consensus ranking, to exploit the complementarity of the results obtained by alternative reformulations.
1.1 General architecture

More precisely, as depicted in Figure 4.1, in ConQuR-Bio, the user provides a key-phrase $k$, consisting in a list of keywords. Several medical terminologies are then used to find synonyms for each keyword: The key-phrase is sent to the Reformulation Module which decomposes the key-phrase into a list $T$ of MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms and leverage various terminologies within the UMLS\textsuperscript{\textregistered} [Bod04] to generate the set $S$ of synonyms. UMLS integrates more than 160 medical vocabularies including MeSH [Lip00], OMIM, but also SNOMED CT [SPSW01], a worldwide used clinical terminology often used as a core for Electronic Health Records, and ICD the International Classification of Diseases. Each UMLS concept is categorized with at least one Semantic Type (out of 150+) from the Semantic Network.

The set of synonyms $S$ is then transmitted to the Queries Generator to be expressed as a set $Q$ of queries to be run online on the NCBI search engine which provides sets of results ranked by relevance.

When all the ranked results $R$ of queries $Q$ have been collected, they are sent to the Median Ranking Module which is in charge of computing a unique consensus ranking. The BioConsert heuristics [CBDH11] is used and starts with results provided by three fast algorithms (BordaCount [Bor81], MEDRank [FKS03b], and Ailon’s 2-approximation [Ail10]) to speed up the computation of the consensus.

Finally, the Results Formatting module enriches the ranking of gene identifiers with names and descriptions.

1.2 The ConQuR-Bio tool

The main interface of ConQuR-Bio is provided in Figure 4.2 and is composed of three areas, the query area in the top left panel, the running and progression details in the top right panel, and the results at the bottom.

In the query area, the key-phrase provided by the user is split into MeSH terms on-the-fly and dis-
Figure 4.2: ConQuR-Bio interface and the window open after clicking on BRCA2.

played into colored boxes next to the key-phrase field. Colors indicate different status for a term: green when the term is recognized as a MeSH term, red when the term is not recognized, and orange when the term is matched to an existing MeSH term while the spelling is different. In addition to the orange semantic, when a term is matched to an alternative spelling, a check mark allows the user to accept the correction and update the key-phrase field, while a cross mark forces the system to use the given spelling.

The results area presents a ranking of genes with their official description as it can be found when browsing the NCBI website. Each gene is linked with its associated page in the NCBI Website, allowing the user to navigate in a familiar environment. In front of the rank of each gene, a symbol allows users to know whether the rank of the gene is raised, equal, lowered, or new in ConQuR-Bio compared to the results returned in the NCBI ranking.

Another interesting feature of ConQuR-Bio is its ability to provide the number of publications associated with each gene returned by calling the GeneValorization [BBBP+11] tool, able to quickly browse PubMed.

1.3 Results on Biomedical queries

We now present the first results we obtained over a set of queries collected from collaborators of the Institut Curie (France) and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (PA, USA) and linked to their respective fields of expertise. The results presented considered 9 diseases: 7 cancers (bladder, breast, cervical, colorectal, neuroblastoma, prostate, retinoblastoma), one heart disease (the Long QT Syndrome), and one psychiatric disorder (the attention deficit (with) hyperactivity disorder). For cancers, we searched for information on the name of the cancer while also using additional words (and reformulations of such words) to refine the query, namely tumor suppressor and oncogene.

Evaluating such an approach is a difficult task as we face the users’ perception of the results. In this very first series of experiments, we have chosen to focus on the first 20 results returned for each key-phrase (top-20).
Our clinician collaborators provide us with their **Gold standards**: the list $l_d$ of the most relevant genes known to be associated with each disease $d$. The “goodness” of a consensus ranking $c_d$ provided by ConQuR-Bio thus relies on the presence of elements of $l_d$ in the top-ranked elements of $c_d$. In order to compare the results returned by ConQuR-Bio and the EntrezGene NCBI Web search engine with respect to gold standards, we used the Area Under the ROC Curve [Bra97] (ROC standing for Receiver Operating Characteristic) or AUC (closely related to precision and recall measures [Bra97]). The AUC aims at differentiating the presence of expected versus non expected data, taking into account the place of pieces of data (roughly, placing expected data before unexpected data increases the score of the AUC). AUC provides numbers ranged in $[0,1]$, 1 being the highest score.

In Figure 4.3, we plot AUCs for the top-20 first results obtained for each key-phrase with both NCBI search engine and ConQuR-Bio. Globally, using ConQuR-Bio compared to NCBI allows to increase in average the AUC of $44.24\%$. More precisely, several points deserve attention.

**Figure 4.3**: The Area under the ROC curve (AUC) for the 20 first genes returned by ConQuR-Bio and the NCBI WebSearch for (a) Single-term key-phrases, (b) lexical variation around cervix cancer tumor suppressor, and (c) the remaining key-phrases.

- First, when focusing on single term key-phrases (i.e., considering the name of the disease only without adding oncogene or tumo[ur] suppressor, corresponding to Figure 4.3.a), ConQuR-Bio returns better results than the NCBI in $88.89\%$ of the cases and always provides as good results as the NCBI. The average AUC is increased of $58.52\%$ with ConQuR-Bio compared to NCBI.

- Second, multi-term key-phrases (Fig 4.3.b,c) have an AUC increased of $37.70\%$ in average when using ConQuR-Bio compared to NCBI. This relatively less good result ($37\%$ vs. $58\%$ of improvement) is actually due to the fact that the term oncogene has, in addition, one reformulation (gene transforming) less interesting (considered as “too vague” by our experts) than others.

- Third, considering ADHD and its unabbreviated name, the AUC is drastically increased using ConQuR-Bio. Also, as expected, the complete name and its abbreviation have different AUCs with the NCBI while remaining the same with ConQuR-Bio (since all the reformulations are considered). In the same spirit, lexical variations around the cervical cancer tumor suppressor (Fig 4.3.b) show the importance of taking into account all lexical and orthographic variations: ConQuR-Bio returns identical results for the four variants with an AUC of 0.53 while NCBI results have systematically inferior and variable AUCs.
Finally, there were a few key-phrases, namely colorectal cancer and neuroblastoma, for which only plural reformulations were actually available (no actual synonyms available). The results obtained for such queries are then less impressive than in the previous cases while some of their respective AUCs are still increased compared to NCBI.

A last point that deserves attention is the time taken by ConQuR-Bio to provide answers: While the NCBI search engine provides a ranking in at most 2s, ConQuR-Bio takes 41s in average for the 9 single term key-phrases listed in Figure 4.3.a. This difference lies in the fact that the average number of synonyms retrieved by ConQuR-Bio (and thus the average number of queries to be answered and which elements should be ranked) is 17.

As a general conclusion, this first series of experiments appear to be very promising for using consensus ranking approaches to rank biological data.

We now briefly present another context of use of BioConsert.

2 Application to scientific workflows

As outlined in the previous Chapter, we have performed a user study where we have asked to fifteen experts to provide rating on workflow pairs. In this context, single experts’ rankings are aggregated into consensus rankings using a variant of the BioConsert algorithm [CBDH11]. To take full advantage of BioConsert we extend it with the ability to deal with incomplete rankings using the induced Kendall-τ [DKNS01]. That is, if one user is unsure about a particular pair of workflows, then we omit that pair from his/her ranking. The ranking is then incomplete in the elements it contains. Typical consensus ranking algorithms either require input rankings to include the same elements, or append missing elements to the respective ranking (and thus introduce a bias in the produced consensus). Our extension of BioConsert with the induced Kendall-τ distance allows to produce its consensus directly from the incomplete lists. Besides, in case there exists more than one optimal consensus ranking, we average the algorithms’ ranking performance over all variants.

C Related work

As stated in the introduction of this Chapter, the number of consensus ranking solutions is high [ACN05, BFG+08, BCHV11, DKNS01, KMS07, vZW07]. There are only a few comparative studies on rank aggregation [BBN13, SvZ09, AM12] and although some conclusions may be drawn from them independently of each other’s, the heterogeneity both in the data sets and in the set of algorithms considered makes the generalization of such results (i.e., their validity in other contexts) very difficult to assess. The need for designing a comparative experimental framework of such solutions and provide guidance to the user on which algorithm to follow is high.

As for the context of use, we have been pioneer in applying consensus ranking techniques to order biological data. First results on the biological significance of the results obtained are promising and will be deeper analyzed and discussed with our clinician collaborators.
D Supervision of students and collaborations

Faced with the amount of data returned by integration systems, the problem of biological data ranking is probably one of the most critical to address. Part of my PhD work addressed the problem of selecting and ranking paths between data sources to be followed to answer a given query. I have been interested in the problem of biological data ranking for years.

In 2009, as a master student under my supervision, Bryan Brancotte started concretely investigating the problem of biological data ranking: he tested the use of several existing ranking approaches (including variations of PageRank) to rank biological data.

In 2010, Sylvie Hamel, Professor in the University of Montréal spent a 4 month sabbatical in our group at Université Paris Sud. Sylvie Hamel worked on designing algorithms to construct consensus of variants of close genomes, where each genome is represented by an ordered set of genes. Her approach fit particularly well the problem of biological data ranking and I proposed to Sylvie Hamel to work on consensus rankings for biological data. We carefully formalized the new problem to be considered in collaboration with Alain Denise. The framework and associated problem were actually different from the initial setting: while genomes had the exact same set of genes in Sylvie Hamel’s approach, rankings were not on the same set of elements, and while genes were ordered without equalities, we had to consider ties in the input data sets (not only permutations). As a first result of this collaboration, we published the original version of BioConsert at SSDBM 2011.

Bryan Brancotte then started his PhD thesis in 2012 under my co-supervision on the topic of Consensus ranking approaches to order biological data. ConQuR-Bio is at the center of his PhD work and involves a collaboration with Bastien Rance, expert in biological terminologies and ontologies in medical contexts, currently working at Hopital European Georges Pompidou (and previously postdoc at the National Institute of Health). Bryan also actively worked in designing and implementing a comparison framework for consensus approaches (under revision at VLDB 2015, see the perspectives below).

E Conclusion

This Chapter introduces my contributions in the context of biological data ranking.

We design and implement a new method providing a consensus from rankings possibly composed of different elements, with lists of sets (ties) while minimizing the disagreements between rankings. More precisely, we propose a preprocess able to deal with different data sets to then be able to work on rankings with ties on the same data sets. Then, while the general problem of finding a median of a set of rankings with ties is NP hard, we introduce the BioConsert [CBDH11] heuristic. Comparison with a large set of approximation algorithms and other heuristics algorithms currently available in the literature demonstrates the ability of BioConsert to efficiently deal with real, large data sets while providing high quality results.

With ConQuR-Bio [BRDCB14], we make the connection between the query reformulation field and the median ranking field. We leverage terminologies integration in the UMLS system (an approach and system shown to be effective [DFAJY+11]) to propose reformulations. We provide reformulations based on MeSH terms identified in the users key-phrases. To generate a consensus answer to the user emphasizing the agreements between the reformulations, we back its computation on BioConsert combined with several median ranking algorithms, allowing the system to quickly compute a consensus. We compare our approach to the main portal used to browse gene-centric biological data, namely the EntrezGene
database from the NCBI website and its ranking function based on relevance. We show that when mea-
suring the presence and order of expected results (based on gold standards), ConQuR-Bio outperforms
the NCBI. Last but not least, the system is available and free to use at http://conqur-bio.lri.fr as
a website.

The Chapter ends with another illustration of the application of consensus algorithms, in the context
of scientific workflows, to reconcile expert’s point of views on workflow similarity pairs.

The central question in our ongoing work is on the commonalities and differences between existing
consensus ranking algorithms. A paper on this direction is currently under revision at VLDB 2015
[BYB+15]. In such a paper, we propose a classification of the approaches and consider data features
(e.g., similarity between input rankings, size of the data sets) and other features from the context of use
(e.g., number of input rankings considered) to be exploited to guide the user in the choice of an algo-

The validation of the use of consensus ranking for biological data from a more qualitative point-of-
view, in close collaboration with our experts is another part of future work. Besides, ConQuR-Bio can be
improved following several directions for example by exploring the detection of concepts from the users
key-phrases by deploying concept recognition software which are well established in the bioinformatics
community such as MetaMap [Aro01] or the BioAnnotator tool, enabling advanced reformulation op-

tions (e.g. different levels of granularity).

Besides, a large number of more theoretical points on consensus ranking are also challenging. As
the complexity of computing a median (exact solution) of \( m \) input permutations under the Kendall-tau
distance is only known to be NP-hard for \( m \geq 4 \) permutations, \( m \) even, the central open problem in rank
aggregation is to know the complexity of the problem when \( m \) is odd. Complexity of the problem is
also open when considering ties. Another point to be investigated is to identify polynomial-time solvable
cases of the problem at hand that are obtained by imposing restrictions on the possible inputs based on
the data features and context of use introduced above. From a fixed-parameter tractability point-of-view,
providing a broad study of the parameterized complexity for computing optimal Kemeny rankings (i.e.,
medians) would be particularly valuating. In particular, it would help to further identify meaningful dif-
ferent parameterizations and combinations of single parameters and their impact on problem complexity.
This thesis has presented several of my main contributions obtained in the last 9 years to the domain of data integration in the life sciences, both on managing and querying scientific workflows, including workflow provenance, similarity and refactoring aspects, and on consensus ranking for biological data. Contributions have been obtained both in computer science and bioinformatics point-of-views and have systematically involved close collaborations with biologists or clinicians. Our ongoing work includes designing query languages for workflow repositories, exploiting and representing provenance and defining a comparative framework for consensus ranking to provide guidance to users on which approach to favor.

More generally, challenges in each of these domains are still numerous. Scientific workflows have now reached a level of maturity making them able to deal with large-scale amounts of complex data in production, opening the door to several open research questions directly related to the big data paradigm: how to store, index, query and efficiently analyze the huge and highly distributed amounts of data concretely produced by in-silico experiments? Advances in managing scientific workflows depend – and may have impact on – progress made in other communities such as system biology or social networks or more generally algorithmics and graphs. As for consensus approaches, several complexity questions are key points to be addressed in the future, considering rankings with ties, understanding salient data features to design parametric complexity solutions.

Since scientific workflow systems are increasingly equipped with a set of functionalities which fit particularly well with the management of complex and large-scale bioinformatics experiments, targeting a wider user community, including scientists which are currently not using any workflow management system to design and execute their experiments, is of paramount importance. The main two research directions I am interested in following in the next three to five years are directly related to this point.

I base the first line of research on one main observation obtained for user interviews: users would be more inclined to share and upload their workflows into repositories if they were sure that reused workflows are correctly accompanied with citations acknowledging their work. I thus want to address the problem of workflow citation by considering both current repositories (reconstruct the history of existing workflows) and designing dedicated citation modules for repositories (construct the history of new workflows and maintain it).

Besides, scripts (in Perl, Python, Java...) and workflow design are the current alternative two means offered to users to implement a biological analysis. My second line of research aims to bridge the gap between those two paradigms.
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